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Budget Finally Passed by RA
With Little Discussion
by Mark Lewis

Staff Reporter
The Representative Assembly
(RA) voted Monday night to
approve the extracurricular activi¬
ties budget.
This decision follows the alloca¬
tion of 1300 extra dollars to the
budget at the decision of Bernard
Carpenter, the college’s vicepresident for business affairs. 400
dollars of this increase is earmarked
for the Afro-American Society,
while the remaining 900 dollars will
go to the Campus Association (CA).
According to Jeff Porter, chair¬
man of the Budget Committee, rep¬
resentatives of these two organiza¬
tions and the Budget Committee
met with Carpenter last week and
“made an appeal for an increase.”
He added that “we sat there for quite
awhile and actually discussed our
situation. The primary purpose of
the meeting was to have hime help us
come up with a solution."
Carpenter said he met with Presi¬
dent Reynolds to explain the need.
“The source of those funds,” he con¬
tinued.“will be from the president’s

fund raising efforts.” He said that
Reynolds receives “donations to be
used at his discretion to meet unforseen needs.”
Previsously, the allocations of
Afro-Am and CA were the source of
much of the controversey surround¬
ing the budgetary process. Members
of these organizations were among
the most vocal of budget proposals
last spring.There was no discussion
of the budget proposal Mondaynight.
The budget has yet to recieve full
approval by the Extracurricular
Activities Committee (EAC). Porter
said he was confident this would
happen. “I don’t see any problem at
all when the RA voted so over¬
whelmingly to approve it.” The deci¬
sion was 35-3. with 3 abstentions.
The EAC could meet “as early as
the beginning of next week” to dis¬
cuss the budget proposal. Porter
said. Members of that committee
were also ratified Monday night.
Porter will serve on that committee,
as well as Scott Freeman, another
member of the budget committee.
One man said that he thought that
allowing members of the budget

Newspaper Attacked

Forum Cites Flagrant Sexism at Bates
by Mary Couillard

Staff Reporter

and examples of sexism in our
society.

A human issues Forum was held
last week on the issue of “Sexism.”
Speaking on the panel were Steve
Hochstadt, instructor in history;
Jean Potuchek, instructor in sociol¬
ogy, and students Ellen Weiss, ’83,
and Steven Stone, ’83.
Hochstadt began the discussion
by talking about sexism and society,
terming sexism as “a reflection of the
society we live in. Sexism is the syste¬
matic exclusion of women,” he said.
He gave several examples in our
culture which we see and absorb
from everyday life. Comic strips,
platitudes such as “the greatest gift a
father can give to his child is to love
the mother,” and the practice of
sending a hospital bill to the
woman’s husband rather than to
herself, are all common practices

At Bates, he said, the practice of
sexism is also commonplace. The
faculty is made up of primarily men,
and The Bates Student editorial
staffs most important positions are
held by men, he pointed out.
Potuchek spoke of the power
structure at Bates being reflective of
the male world, as the top hierarchy
of the college has only one woman
member. The faculty’s percentage of
women to men is less than one in
five, and the higher up in the hie¬
rarchy one goes, the lower the per¬
centage becomes.
The percentage of women among
associate professors is 12 while 30
percent of Bates instructors are
women. Most of the student organi¬
zations are headed by men, and the
organizations led by women are pri-

marily those in the arts.
Even in the classroom, the male
environment is typified by books by
and about men. As far as the curric¬
ulum, there are virtually no courses
taught by women and for women.
The courses that have been offered
for women were offered in the short
term unit, which made it unaccessible for half the student population.
The courses are usually taught by
untenured women faculty members,
and Potuchek said, “When they
leave, their courses die.”
Weiss spoke of the nature of sex¬
ism as represented in the informal
student life at Bates. She described
Bates as a “microcism of our world”
as far as sexism is concerned.
She observed the male dominance
and consequent female submission
in the area of drinking and in other
areas as well, such as verba) and

Tracy and Semon Get Tenure
by Derek Anderson

News Editor
The annual faculty evaluation
process was completed over the
summer when two of the three eligiable professors received tenure.
Assistant Professors Tom Tracy of
the Religion Department and Mark
Semon of the Physics Department
received tenure appointments; As¬
sistant Professor of Psychology
Rachel Olney was, however, denied
a permanent appointment by the
Board of Trustees.
Although new legislation is cur¬
rently being considered by the trus¬
tees, the current procedure calls for
candidates to submit a wide range of
information to a personnel commit¬

tee, composed of tenured faculty lications and descriptions of his
members. This committee makes classes, of consultant work he had
recommendations to President T. done and of professional meetings
Hedley Reynolds, who presents the he had attended.
“The candidate has to prepare the
trustees with his recommendation as
to which candidates should receive folders. He can include whatever he
tenue. The trustees then make the —wants,” Semon said.
Students also have a role in the
final decision in June of each year.
tenure process. Dean of the Faculty
Semon said that the information
presented to the personnel commit¬ Carl Straub said, “At the present
tee included three basic areas: teach¬ time, there are five student letters
ing, professional activity and service written on each tenure candidate
that are included in the candidate’s
to the college. Semon said however,
“There’s a lot of flexibility in decid¬ file. Three of the students are chosen
ing what goes into the folder. The by the professor and two are chosen
by the department.”
three basic areas are very broad.”
“These are taken very seriously,”
Semon said that he included a
Straub
said.
statement on why he wanted to con¬
tinue teaching, examples of his pub¬

(Continued on Page 4)

physical abuse.
Stone spoke of the nature of sex¬
ism in the formal life at Bates, noting
the polarization of male and female
roles at the college. He cited as an
example the class president and
secretary of the class of ’82. Three
men ran for president, while two
women ran for secretary.
This is an example of sexism in
that there are different levels of
respects accorded to both jobs, and
as Weiss asked “Why shouldn’t the
woman run for president?”
Stone also cited various forms of
sexual harrassment on campus, in
the form of lewd comments, and the
way relationships are tested by the
conflict of male dominance vs.
female permissiveness. Stone said
that each of us can make a difference
on an individual level.
(Continued on Page 4)

committee serve on the EAC was an
“abuse of power”.
RA Vice President Simantha
Costello responded that the situa¬
tion is “not an abuse of power. I
think the students are objective and
unbiased.”
Similar sentiments were ex¬
pressed by Porter. “Last year there
were members of the Budget Com¬
mittee on the EAC and the budget
didn’t pass. Even if Scott and I did
vote for the budget, the vote would
be 10-2 against us.” He said he felt it
was “important to have some expe¬
rienced members on the EAC.
“1 will abstain from voting when
the EAC considers the bud get just to
eliminate any possible controver¬
sey.” Porter said. “1 don’t think any
other committee members should
feel they have to also.”
Representatives of both CA and
Afro-Am expressed relief that the
budget has been approved. Tim
Jones, vice-president of the AfroAm, said he was “glad they made the
effort to solve it rather than dipping
into the funds of other clubs.” He
continued to say he was “glad the
administration made an effort to
solve the problem. The money
should have been increased earlier.”
CA President Tom Hildreth said
he was “very pleased to receive the
funds originally requested. 1 feel the
spirit of cooperation shown here is a
very healthy one.”
“I was really glad Monday night.
There was a sincere coming together
of CA and Afro-Am,” Porter said of
the RA meeting. “I think last year is
behind us and we are going to work
together.”
Porter said he felt the “Afro-Am
and CA deserve all the money they
got.”
Porter stated that some changes
would probably be made in the
budgetary process this year. Among
these will be devising a standard
bookkeeping method for organiza¬
tions, and devising a 'permanent
solution” to the problem of financ¬
ing politically active organizations
on campus. He also mentioned clari¬
fying the differing roles of the budget
committee and the EAC by chang¬
ing the RA’s by-laws.

Nader May Speak at Bates

MAKING A POINT - Ralph
Nader.

Ralph Nader, the noted consumer
advocate, will be speaking at Bates,
The Student has learned this week.
Officials at the college are still try¬
ing to iron out details of his visit.
Dean of the College James W.
Carignan said that Bates is looking
to get Nader at a much reduced rate
by having him come for two days
and speak at Bowdoin also.
Nader has responded by saying
that he would like to come to Maine
for one day. That would mean
speaking at one of the colleges in the
afternoon and one in the evening.
Carignan said that the school is still
trying to work something out to
bring Nader to Bates.
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Helms prayer measure probably dead for the year
WASHINGTON (UPI) The
Senate failed in a fourth, and final,
effort Thursday to stop a liberal
filibuster against Sen. Jesse Helms’
school prayer proposal, probably
killing the measure for. this year.
“It’s time td move on,” Senate
Republican leader Howard Baker
bluntly told his colleagues after the
fourth cloture attempt this week
came up short. The vote was 53-45,
seven shy of the 60 needed to cut
off debate.
“At some point this has to end,
and this is that point,” Baker said.
Baker, threatening a “very late”
session, pressed for passage by
day’s end of a crucial bill to boost
the national debt ceiling, which has
been the vehicle for the two-month
debate on the New Right’s social
agenda of anti-abortion and school
prayer measures.
The GOP leader said he had met
his promise to give conservatives a
debate on their social issues. Not¬
ing the Senate had consumed more
than 50 hours over a month’s time.
Baker said, “Certainly no one can
claim we haven’t had that debate.”
Baker, of Tennessee, moved to
strip the debt bill of all amend¬

ments in order to send the Housepassed version of it directly to
President Reagan.
Senate
Democratic
leader
Robert Byrd said Democrats
would try to get approval of
amendments dealing with jobs and
unemployment benefits. But Bak¬
er’s forces were confident they
could muster the votes to keep the
bill “clean.”
The bill, raising the limit on the
debt from SI.143 trillion to $1,290
trillion, must be enacted by Oct. 1
to keep the government running.
In a last-gasp parliamentary
maneuver. Helms, R-N.C., moved
to recommit the debt limit bill to
committee with instructions to
write the prayer measure into it.
But Baker moved to kill Helms’
latest tactic and the Senate tabled it
51-48.
Sen. Max Baucus, D-Mont., one
of the leaders of the filibuster, said
he believed the New Right’s “bal¬
loon has been punctured.”
“Most Americans are concerned
with economic, gut, pocketbook
issues,” Baucus said. “I’d be very
surprised if it comes up again this
year.”

President Reagan, who went to
bat for a Helms anti-abortion mea¬
sure that a|so fell victim to the filib¬
uster, has been in the background
during the school prayer debate.
In his radio speech last Satur¬
day, Reagan repeated his call for a
constitutional amendment to allow
prayer but did not mention the
Helms’ proposal to strip the
Supreme Court of power to review
state prayer laws.
Despite the defeats, all is not lost
for the social conservatives.

PEKING (UPI) Premier
Zhao Ziyang said Thursday China
intends to assert its sovereignty
over Hong Kong, putting British
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher
on the defensive in talks on the
prosperous British colony’s future.
No details were released on the
sensitive talks between Zhao and
Mrs. Thatcher, but Western
sources close to the negotiations
said Zhao’s comments surprised
her and threw her on the defensive.
Mrs. Thatcher, the first British
prime minister to visit China, was

from staff reporters

Inaugural Concerts Set for This Weekend

THE DEVELOPMENT OFFICE
AND THE PRESIDENTOFTHE
COLLEGE are still anxiously await¬

ing the Sloane Foundation’s deci¬
sion on the college application for a
$250,000-$500,000 grant. There is
no set deadline for notification of the
applicants, so the decision could
come at any time in the future.
THE BATES COLLEGE CLAM¬
BAKE, scheduled for this Sunday, is
likely to be a success again this year.
Tickets can be purchased today and
tomorrow at Commons. The

weather report is for mostly sunny
skies this weekend.
WENTWORTH ADAMS IS
STILL MISSING,not thedormbut
a protrait of a man for whom the
dorm is named. The painting was
pilfered at the beginning of the
school year, according to RCs in the
all-male residence. The RCs have a
few leads, and feel that the painting
will be returned soon.

Dateline: Lewiston
from the services of the United Press International

Yankee’s Owners Finance Campaign
THE COMMITTEE TO SAVE
MAINE YANKEE has raised more
than twice as much money as the
group pushing to unplug the state’s
only nuclear power plant, according
to reports filed Tuesday.
Over half of the Committee’s
361,220 dollars have been donated
by the power plant’ owner. Voters
will decide whether or not to close
the plant in Wiscasset on November
2.
MAINE TURNPIKE AUTHOR¬

ITY employees have ratified a twoyear contract by a three-to-one
margin. The contract gives 205 turn¬
pike workers a 17 percent pay hike.
ALCOHOL—RELATED HIGH¬
WAY DEATHS have fallen sub¬
stantially since Maine’s tough new
drunken-driving law took effect a
year ago. There were 56 alcoholrelated deaths on Maine roads this
year, compared to the 96 average in
previous years.

THE LEWISTON CITY COUN¬
CIL is considering the abolishment
of flat rates for taxicab rides. Fares
have been regulated in this city
almost continually since 1876.
THE LEWISTON—AUBURN
MUNICIPAL AIRPORT, the
Auburn Sewerage District, and the
Auburn Public Library have pres¬
ented the Aburn Planning Board
with five-year Capital Improvement
Program, Totaling over 6 million
dollars.

World News Capsules
from the United Prra hurrmaional

Mother Feeds Marijuana Brownies to Children
A 26-YEAR OLD WINOOSKI,
Vermont woman has pleaded inno¬
cent to charges that she fed mari¬
juana brownies to her four young
children. Officials say Doreen Dunster is formally charged with dispens¬
ing a regulated drug. She also is
accused of having her 5-year-old
daughter help remove marijuana
seeds after drying the pot plants in a
microwave oven.
LOS ANGELES - A 27-YEAROLD MAN has been sentenced to
51 years in prison for rapinga young
girl, then begging her forgiveness
before raping her again. Bobby Joe
Smith was convicted August 19 on
11 felony counts, including rape,
child molesting, forced oral copula¬

tion, kidnapping, robbery and as¬
sault. Deputy District Attorney
Sandra Buttitta says that two days
after he raped the 12-year-old girl,
Smith raped a 15-year-old and
attempted to kidnap three other
women. Those cases are still pend¬
ing.
THE SENATE
REFUSED
AGAIN ON TUESDAY to break a
liberal filibuster against legislation
designed to put organized prayer
back in the public school. The test
suggested the measure is doomed,
with one opponent declaring that
“the Constitution is secure once
more.”
THE SHUTTLE COLUMBIA

It is likely that Reagan’s consti¬
tutional amendment idea will be
brought up during the lame-duck
session of Congress after the
November elections.

On abortion, both sides of the
controversy expect Congress will
continue to approve each year an
amendment by Rep. Henry Hyde,
R-Ill., that temporarily bans fed¬
eral funding of abortions.
Helms’ anti-abortion measure
would have banned permanently
federal funds for abortions and
encourage an early Supreme Court
review of its 1973 decision legaliz¬
ing abortion also fell victim to a
two-month liberal filibuster.

China to Press Claim over Hong Kong

Bates Briefs
MARION ANDERSON, OF
THE MUSIC DEPARTMENT,
will give an inaugural concert in the
chapel this weekend to officially
dedicate the new organ. Among
other works, an original Bill
Mathews piece will be performed.

A “continuing resolution" the
House passed Wednesday to pro¬
vide government operating money
through mid-December also would
extend a legal provision that bars
federal agencies from spending
money to prevent voluntary prayer
in public schools.

MADE AN eight-hour journey
down a three and one half mile high¬
way of crushed rock to its launch
pad Tuesday, and space officials pre¬
dicted it would be ready for its fifth
flight Nov. 11. The shuttle will carry
four astronauts and two satellites
into space on a five-day mission.
KISSING
FOR
SEXUAL
PLEASURE, DRINKING alcohol
and homosexuality are among
moral offenses officially outlawed
by legislation passed in Iran’s Majlis
this week. Tehran newspapers said
yesterday that the law, which estab¬
lishes a punishment of 100 lashes for
first-time offenders against the kiss¬
ing ban, would run for an experi¬
mental period.

scheduled to meet Deng Xiaoping,
China’s most powerful leader, Fri¬
day and the Hong Kong question is
expected to again be the main
topic.
' In rare statements given before a
meeting, Zhao told reporters there
was no need for Hong Kong to be
concerned about its future.
“Of course, China must recover
sovereignty but the sovereignty
issue does not affect Hong Kong’s
prosperity,” Zhao said.
“If China recovers sovereignty,”
he said, “it will certainly take a
number of measures to guarantee
Hong Kong’s prosperity and
stability.”
Other Chinese leaders, including
Deng, have made similar state¬
ments but Zhao’s comments were
the first made by a top Chinese
official in the presence of Hong
Kong reporters.
About 90 percent of Hong Kong
is under British administration
through a 99-year lease which
expires in 1997. The remainder of
the 404-square mile colony is ceded

to Britain in “perpetuity.”
But China does not recognize
the 19th century treaties establish¬
ing Hong Kong as a British colony,
saying Britain forced the pacts on
weak emperors at gunpoint.
A British source said “there was
progress” during Thursday’s talks,
the second and final round
between Mrs. Thatcher and Zhao.
“Both sides have taken the first
step to discuss the difficult prob¬
lem,” he said.
Political analysts said despite
Peking’s strong desire to repossess
Hong Kong, it realizes China’s
long-term interest is to maintain
the capitalist enclave’s stability and
prosperity.
An attempt to impose a commu¬
nist system on one of Asia’s finan¬
cial centers will sharply undermine
Hong Kong’s value to China, the
analysts said.
Hong Kong supplies China with
40 percent of Peking’s annual for¬
eign exchange earnings, about $5.5
billion, plus another $2.5 billion
through banking and tourism.

Nicaragua accuses
Honduras of border attack
MANAGUA, Nicaragua (UPI) Nicaragua’s Sandinista govern¬
ment accused Honduran troops
Thursday of attacking a border
post manned by Nicaraguan
soldiers.
The reported attacks came amid
growing tension between Nicara¬
gua and Honduras, where leftist
gunmen are holding 61 business¬
men and government leaders
hostage.
The Foreign Ministry said 15
Honduran troops, armed with .50caliber machine guns, rocketpropelled grenade launchers and
assault rifles, Wednesday attacked
the border post at La Ceiba, 75
miles west of Managua in Chinandega province.
No one was injured in the attack
and the Sandinista soldiers did not
return fire because “it was clearly a

provocation,” the ministry said.
Nicaraguan Interior. Minister
Thomas Borge dismissed the
charges as “ridiculous. We are not
to blame for the internal contradic¬
tions that are found in Honduras,”
Borge said.
In a separate incident Wednes¬
day, a jeep carrying an undisclosed
number of agriculture ministry
officials was ambushed by anti¬
government rebels on a road
between Jalap and Santa Clara,
about 80 miles north of the capital
in Nueva Segovia province, the
Defense Ministry said.
In Washington, a State Depart¬
ment official charged the Sandinistas and Salvadoran guerrillas
“orchestrated” the takeover of the
Honduran Chamber of Commerce
where the hostages are being held.

Oil Fire Rages
MEXICO CITY (UPI) About
300 firefighters Thursday battled a
natural gas fire in the Gulf of Mex¬
ico that raged directly beneath an
offshore oil rig with 51 men
aboard, a spokesman for the Mexi¬
can state oil company Pemex said.
Spokesman Miguel Tomassini
said a patch of fire 25 yards in
diameter was burning around the
metal shafts that anchor the plat¬
form to the seabed but had not yet
spread to the rig itself.
But Tomassini said some 300
firefighters hoped to bring the
blaze under control and there was
no immediate danger to the 51
workers aboard the platform,
located in water 35 miles off Ciu¬

dad de Carmen, on the Yucatan
pennisula.
“The situation is serious but it is
not as bad at Ixtoc,” he said, refer¬
ring to an oil rig that caught fire
after a blowout in June 1979. Ixtoc
burned until the spring of 1980,
spilling some 30,000 barrel of oil.
The blaze at Pemex’s POL-B rig
was sparked Tuesday by a gas leak
from an underwater pipeline,
Tomassini said.
Pemex said there was no possi¬
bility that oil could escape from the
well because the deposit is more
than two miles below the ocean
bed. Officials made no prediction
on when the gas leak could be
plugged.
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Special Report
Company Loaned Funds to South African Government

College Divests of Morgan Guaranty Trust
by Gail Johnston
News Editor
At their June Meeting, the trus¬
tees voted to commend the finance
committee for divesting of Morgan
Guaranty Trust which had been
heavily involved with loans to the
South African government.
The trustees, however, did not call
for complete divestment of all com¬
panies involved with South Africa
and instead authorized the president
to appoint a committee on investor
responsibility to review the proxy
votes for the coming year.

high and low rates for stock were 79
and 73, in 1979 they had dropped to
68 and 62, and by 1980 the high and
low rate for the stock were only 61
and 60.
History Instructor Liz Tobin, one
of the original members of the
student-faculty committee, said she
was extremely pleased with the reso¬
lution passed by the trustees, but
that it was “only a good first step.”
There are other “companies that
also should be divested,” and “Bates
must not rest on its laurels."

Trustee Resolution
RESOLVED that the trustees commend the
Finance Committee for its action in selling
Bates stock in a corporation heavily involved in
South Africa and the trustees urge the Finance
Committee to perpetuate a similar sense of
sensitivity with respect to the college endow¬
ment funds.
President T. Hedley Reynolds
said that not all the trustees were in
favor of the decision since “quite nat¬
urally there are some hard-nosed
trustees” who felt it was their sole
duty to make money for the college.
However, it was decided that there
were some “overwhelming social

issues” that were as important as the
financial ones in investing in stock.
The actual decision to sell the
stock in Morgan Guaranty was
made in June. According to Bernie
Carpenter, vice president of business
affairs, the stock was actually sold
“at least a year ago.” The trustees
simply commended that action a
year after the fact.
Carpenter said that the reason
that the finance committee acted as
the did was the result of the report by
the Student-Faculty Committee on
Investments in South Africa and the
fact that Morgan Guaranty was
“conspicuous” and appeared to be
more “flagrantly involved” with the
South African government.
No mention was made that stock
price rates for Morgan Guaranty
had been consistantly dropping
since 1977. For example, in 1977 the

the first school to talk about divest¬
ment but has been “letting others
school take over” when it comes to
acting. For example, in January of
1981 the University of Maine at
Orono requested 16 copies of the
report that the Bates student-faculty
committee had composed, and this

past summer
divestment.

agreed

to

total

As Tobin pointed out, even
though UMO is a state school they
are still a private stock holder and as
such had a duty to take a position.
“It shows that divestment movement
is still alive, and new groups keep
making a decision and not pretend¬
ing to be neutral,” said Tobin.
UMO is not the only school to
have made a decision to act. Last
year Harvard sold $50 million dol¬
lars worth of stock in Citibank
because of its involvement with
South Africa.
Hampshire College, the Univer¬
sity of Massachusetts, Michigan
State, and the University of Wiscon¬
sin, among others, have sold all the
stock they own in companies
invested in South Africa.

APARTHEID STILL RULES - Segregated school system in South Africa.
Other schools such as Boston Uni¬
versity, Brandeis, Columbia, Ohio
State, Smith, Tufts, Vassar, and
Yale have all agreed to at least par¬
tial divestment.
Citicorp ank, in which Bates has
stocks, has been the target of divest¬
ment actions by Harvard, Swarth-

more, Colby and Williams.
President Reynolds said that “we
don’t hold very many stocks” in
companies invested in South Africa.
However, as of January of 1981,
Bates had investments in close to 30
different companies totaling over
4/2 million dollars.
Carpenter said that the “most
responsible way to affect change, if
appropriate, would be to work
within the system." Reynolds
echoed the same thought by saying
that as stockholders we can “force”
the companies to make decisions but
by divesting we lose all control over
company policy.
However, the Student-Faculty
Committee thought otherwise stat¬
ing in their report that: “Beyond the
question of the effectiveness of these
actions lies the issue of morality and
the principles of Bates College.
Even if divestment of Bates’
stocks has little direct impact on the
South African economy, the action
itself will serve as a strong statement
morally consistent with the found¬
ing of the college: a statement which
will defend our belief in racial equal¬
ity and further the campaign against
apartheid.”
The report goes on to say that,
“the members of the committee sup¬
port those who wish to undermine
the international confidence in the
South African economy through the
withdrawal of U.S. investments and

who hope that a recession combined
with the explicit rejection of apar¬
theid which would accompany with¬
drawal may cause the White people
of South Africa to re-evaluate their
committment to apartheid.
“The history of South Africa indi¬
cates that it would be unrealistic to
expect less than the strongest mea¬
sures to have any effect.”
As Tobin said in March of 1980,
“The decision to divest would be one
more protest. It would be part of the
compounding, cumulative effect of
the nationwide effort to force com¬
panies to leave or modify their
behavior in South Africa.”
While the trustees did not agree
on this aspect, they did take their
suggetion to form
a committee on
investor responsibil ity
In June of 1981 the StudentFaculty Committee recommended
the formation of a commitee com¬
posed of two students, three faculty
members and one alumnus.
The trustees passed a resolution
“to authorize the president to
appoint a committee of three or
more persons, not confined to trus¬
tees, to make recommendations as
to the college’s voting its proxies/’
Reynolds did not know exactly
when he will make the appointments
but did say he was planning on
appointing one faculty member of
the original committee who has been
“active” on the issue.

Complete Divestment is the Only Way
The issue of divestment is one that should Sullivan principles, (utilizing existing stocks to
concern not only all students on campus, but manipulate company policy) are sound, their
also the administration and faculty who pride methods defeat their purpose. To continue to
themselves on the principle of racial equality; a bolster an economy which guarantees the
principle, they tell us, which has always been South African government’s power does not
intrinsic to the admissions policy of this col¬ help the problem at all. This involvement in
lege. For the college to retain stocks in com¬ South Africa is involvement enough to perpet¬
panies which clearly aid the South African uate the apartheid system and thus, must be
government’s reverence of the apartheid sys¬ stopped.
The college must recognize its supposed
tem (the system of keeping races separate and
very much unequal) is not just hypocritical. It responsibility to its banner of racial equality,
not just pay lip service to it. We must divest
is deplorable.
Complete divestment is the stand the college our stocks of companies which operate in
must make. Although the objectives of the South Africa.
This editorial, written by Diana Silver, then
Assistant Editor of the Student, appeared in
this paper on May 21, 1980._
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Still Behind the Times

Firefighters

Negotiate

New

Contract

by Mark Lewis
Staff Reporter
After nearly two years of dispute,
Lewiston firefighters voted unanim¬
ously last Thursday night to approve
a new contract with the city. The
proposal was ratified by the city
council Tuesday night.
Maurice Landry, a member of the
picketing committee of Local 785 of
the
International
Firefighter’s
Union, told TheStudent the contract
had been unsuccessfully negotiated
through fact finding, mediation,and
binding arbitration. He said firemen
had sought a 19 percent salary hike,
and a year-and-one-half of retroac¬
tive pay.
In arbitration, the city and the
union agreed that the firemen would
receive the raises they desired, and
that the city would take Engine 2 out
of service, Landry said. He added
that the city removed the engine,
“but didn’t give us the retroactive or
the raise." Under Maine state law,
wage agreements reached in binding
arbitration do not have to be
followed.
ONE OF MAINE’S FINEST - Fireman Larry Roberts. Student photo
by Peter Scar pad.

According to Landry, when the
city served the union with a second
grievance, the city offered a wage

College Still Waiting for Word on Grant
ate Professor of Physics Jack Pri¬
bram. The committee also consulted
with other members of the faculty.

by Jon Hall

Assistant Editor
The College is still waiting to hear
if it will receive the $250,000$500,000 grant from the Alfred P.
Sloane Foundation of New York
City. Officials of the college say they
expect to have an answer within two
weeks.
As reported in The Student last
spring. Bates received a $10,000
“seed" grant to prepare an applica¬
tion for the final grant. The money,
if received, would be used to study
the role of quantitative thinking in
traditionally non-empirically orient¬
ated liberal arts courses.
President of the College T. Hedley Reynolds appointed a faculty
committee to prepare the college’s
application over the summer. They
are Associate Professor of Mathe¬
matics David Haines (chairman).
Associate Professor of Economics
Anne Williams, Assistant Professor
of Music Bill Matthews, and Associ-

“We didn’t use the entire $10,000.
so we returned a few thousand,” said
Joanne Cole, assistant director of
development. “We turned in a good
proposal.” added Cole. “1 knew we’d
do a good job. However, there are so
many strong schools in the group we
might have a tough time.
“If the Sloane Foundation decides
solely on the merits of the applica¬
tion, I’m very optimistic. However,
high reputation schools like Am¬
herst and Dartmouth are the conser¬
vative best bets,” she said. Of the 33
schools that received the seed grant,
11 will be chosen tcn€ceive final
funding.
“We^spent many hours working
orrTfie application. Is is always fun
to examine broad educational
ideas,” Williams said.
“Sloane made it tough on us,” she

Sexism Persists
(Continued from,Page 1)
One conclusion drawn from the
forum was that the first group, to
educate is the women. It is a man’s
world, and accordingly, they don’t
have as much at stake as “the society
is theirs.” However, there was also
the contention that the individual
changing just is not enough, because
all individuals are dependent on the
rest of society.

Woks

A proposed change in the curricu¬
lum is the institution of a freshmen
seminar dealing with sexism or a
general studies course handling the
topic.
The idea of role models was dis¬
cussed: the individual concerned
about sexism and who is not afraid
to risk censure of their peers. This
role model, it was felt, can affect a
change rapidly if he or she is consist¬
ent with his or her behavior.

Accessories

Noodles

Rice

GROCERIES — GIFTS — UTENSILS — DISHES
— COOKING CLASSES —
HEAT AND SERVE CHINESE DELICACIES

“Oriental Expressions"
We Ship Orders Anywhere

Tel. 783-1883

114 Lisbon Street
Lewiston, Maine 04240

added. “There’s a lot of competition
out there,” Williams also said that
she was pleased with the content of
the application.
The other schools awaiting the
Sloane Foundation’s decision include
Dartmouth. Amherst, Bowdoin,
Smith, Middlebury, Colby, Oberlin
and Mount Holyoke.

in

package which was less than firefigh¬
ters were seeking.
The new contract will give fire¬
men total retroactive pay raises of 19
percent. In addition, the city will be
able to choose how many engines to
keep in service.
Another fireman. Private Larry
Roberts, said this week that firemen
are “glad it’s all over, but we feel
we’re still behind the times.” He
added that “the general morale of
the men is up quite a bit” since last
week.
When The Student originally
spoke with Roberts last week, he
was one of a number of uniformed
firefighters picketing in front of city
hall to draw attention to their dissa¬
tisfaction. Picketers drew honks and
friendly waves from many passing
motorists.
At the time. Roberts said. “The
past two years have been pretty
tough saying I'm a fireman because
of the dispute. Before that, I was
proud to say I'm a fireman.” He said
he felt firefighters “are like a big fam¬
ily. When you live together 24 hours
a day, you become brothers in every
sense of the word.” This sense of
brotherhood includes line officers,
Roberts added.
“I used to like everything about
the department.” Roberts said. “I
think once this is over and we make
a decent living it’ll be what it was.”
He said firemen used to hold parttime jobs “just for spending money.
Now you have to depend on it.”
The new contract will raise the
weekly pay to $231.38 fora new pri¬
vate, $272.16 for a private with four
year’s experience. $300.35 fora lieut¬
enant. and $329.91 for a captain.

Lewiston
"We don’t have parity with the
police department,” Roberts said
last week. According to him, under
the terms of the old contract, a pri¬
vate in the Lewiston Fire Depart¬
ment made $226 for a 48 hour week.
Police officers, he said, make $300 to
$400 weekly.
Unemployment originally led
Roberts to become a fireman, he
said. “I didn’t really understand any¬
thing about the department, but as
time goes by, ... it grows on you.
You see a lot of things good and bad.
You learn to respect life.”
He said he felt that despite the
labor dispute, “the job is still number
one in my book. All the firefighters
care about people. The people’s
safety comes first.”
When asked what changes he
would make in the department if he
were able. Roberts said he would
“give captains and lieutenants more
input into the running of the depart¬
ment.” In his opinion, he said, when
the city government changed to its
present form, “we didn’t have as
much input. Before the labor dis¬
pute. the Lewiston Fire Department
was number one,” he added.
Roberts told The Student he was
unhappy “to have to come out and
beg for wages after going through
the proper channels. I think I speak
for all firefighters - we feel this is
degrading.”
His feelings were echoed by picket
committee . member Landry, who
said at the time of picketing. “I don’t
think there’s a man here who’s
happy to be on the picket line.” He
added that the union had decided
against striking.

Tenure to Tracy and Semon
(Continued from Page I)
Straub, Tracy, Semon and Asso¬
ciate Professor of Physics Jack Pri¬
bram, who has served on several
committees that have examined the
tenure issue, are supportive of the
tenure system.
“On balance, I support the tenure
system. It provides for academic
freedom in the face of opposition. It
allows faculty members the freedom
to teach what they believe to be the
truth, without being fired by those
who disagree,” Straub said.
“It also gives stability and security
for long term scholarly work,” he
added.
Semon said. “Tenure protects you
from faculty, student and adminis¬
trative pressures.”
In addition to the academic free¬
dom argument, Pribram pointed
out another reason for having a
tenure system. He said that people in
the the academic world are not paid
as much as those working in the pri¬
vate sector. “Therefore, job security
is necessary to draw highly qualified
individuals,” Pribram said.
There are however negative as¬
pects of the tenure system.
“There are certainly those who
abuse the tenure system by becom¬
ing lazy in their course preparation,”
Straub said.
Semon said that quotas—like
only allowing a certain number of
tenured faculty members in one
department—is an issue of concern
among the junior faculty. “Some of
the faculty worry that the committee
is influenced by quotas when it isn’t
supposed to be,” Semon said.
“I think some of the junior faculty

have been upset because of extra
mechanisms involved. They feel that
the dean’s (of the faculty) and the
president’s presence is a factor” in
the personnel committee’s recom¬
mendations, Pribram said.
Since the early 1970s tenure has
been a more important issue among
faculty members because of the job
market.
“When I came to Bates in 1970,
tenure was just becoming an issue,”
Pribram said.
Semon said however, “If you look
at the people who have left Bates
without tenure, they wind up with
better jobs and better pay.” He cited
John Reid and Ron Reese as two
examples.
Semon joined the faculty in 1976.
He is a graduate of Colgate and
received his MS and PhD from the
University of Colorado. "
Semon and Tracy may be the last
two professors to receive tenure
under the current system. The trus¬
tees are currently considering legisla¬
tion that would change the proce¬
dures somewhat.
“The new rules call for a signifi¬
cantly larger number of student let¬

ter,” Straub said. “I am sure that
because of this increase, there will be
greater student involvement.”
“The process is being continually
formalized and made more syste¬
matic,” said Pribram. “I think it’s
good for the college to take a good
hard look at their profession.”
According to Probram, tenure does
this.
Pribram served on a committee
that examined tenure related issues.
“Our conclusion was that there are
problems with tenure, but that other
systems have similar problems," Pri¬
bram said.
Semon noted that the system at
Bates is secretive. “It’s all secret.
There’s no feedback after the tenure
decision. No one points out your
strong and weak points. The deci¬
sion also comes at a time when stu¬
dents are off campus,” Semon said.
Tracy, who joined the faculty in
1976 and graduated from St. Olaf
College, said, “Bates is a nice place
to teach and to carry on my own
intellectual life. There’s a lively
faculty and the students are excited
about the material. I’m pleased
(about the tenure decision,)” he said.
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Bates at Amherst Tomorrow

Amherst Coach Reveals Little
About His Football Squad
by I.issa Bass

ipwfwswr
A FIERCE ATT ACK - The Bates rugby team is expecting some success at long last this year. See story, page 7.
Student photo by Peter Scarpaci.

Men’s Soccer Already Matches
Some of Last Year’s Achievements
by Brian Forbes

Staff Reporter
The men’s soccer team opened its
1982 season with a pair of home
games, bowing to Middlebury in the
first and shutting out Norwich in the
second. Despite the single loss, these
games proved the exceptional
coaching ability of Tom Conner.
On Sept. 17. the Bobcats hosted
Middlebury. a major NESCAC
rival. The first half was marked by
numerous penalties and offsides by
Bates, hindering its offensive attack,
in addition, the Middlebury goalie
made several spectacular saves.
Yet the Bobcats were able todraw
first blood on a goal scored by Steve
Kutenplon. assisted by Tom Mclnerney. enabling Bates to take the
lead. 1-0.
Middlebury. however, gained the
upper hand for the rest of the half,
scoring one goal which tied the game
and capitalizing on two successive
Bates’ penalties. Middlebury as¬
sumed the lead at halftime. 3-1.
Bates goalie Rob Hodes came up
with some important saves, prevent¬
ing Middlebury from increasing its
lead.

In the second half, things changed
somewhat as the Bobcat defense
pulled together and fended off the
Middlebury attack. Hodes con¬
tinued to make many key saves to
aid the Bobcat cause. But Middleb¬
ury continued to mount pressure
and scored two more goals, includ¬
ing one on a breakaway, to take a
5-1 lead.
During the remaining minutes of
the game, the Bobcats gave the Mid¬
dlebury goalie quite a workout
although they missed many scoring
opportunities. Bates scored once
more late in the game when Dana
Solms headed the ball into the net.
with Ted Stone credited for the
assist. The game concluded with a
5-2 Middlebury victory.
The following day. the Bobcats
hosted Norwich, another powerful
team from Vermont. Conner made
some key line-up changes which
proved to be helpful in securing the
eventual win for Bates.
Paul Slovenski, replaced by Steve
Wright at stopper back, was moved
to the outside. Conner's strategy was
that Slovenski. a big playmaker,
would be more effective playing the
outside . Conner also gave starting

Jennings Named Sports Editor
KENNEBUNK—Christopher A.
Jennings '82 was named sports edi¬
tor at the York County Coast Star,
managing editor Pamala J. Sansbury announced last week.
Jennings, 22, is a 1982 graduate of
Bates, where he previously was
sports editor and assistant editor of
:he Student. He also worked as a
staff reporter for the Student, and as
sports director at WRBC.
An avid sports fan who enjoys
weight training, tennis, and skiing,

goalie Rob Hodes a rest, replacing
him with second-string goalie, Tom
McQuillan.
Although Norwich displayed
good discipline and organization on
the field, the game immediately
came together for the Bobcats. The
offense produced several good shots
and the defense held of the Norwich
attack. McQuillan was a key part of
the Bobcat defense making some big
saves. Overall, the teams were evenly
matched in the first half.
In the second half. Bates clearly
dominated play. Shortly after the
half began. Marco Restani scored
the only goal of the game for Bates
on a perfect pass in front of the goal
from Kevin Downey.
The Bobcats continued both the
strong offense and defense for the
remainder of the game. McQuillan
came up with the 1-0 shutout.

Conner feels that the team has
easily adjusted to his style of coach¬
ing and is confident of a good
season.
"Soccer is a free spirit game,” he
said. “Once the game starts, you
don't do any technical kinds of
coaching. We will make mistakes
and go on playing. We will basically
feel our way through the season.”

Following the victory over Nor¬
wich, the Bobcats have three team
goals, equalling the number of goals
obtained throughout last year’s
entire season. They have also
equalled the number of wins last sea¬
son, with a I-1 record.
Jennings is a native of Jackson,
N.H. He plans to move to the Kennebunk area as soon as possible.
He began work at the Star on
Sept. 10._

Under the guidance of this year’s
new head coach, Tom Conner, the
Bobcats are off to a strong start.
Their talent will be tested again on
.September 25th at Brandeis.

Staff Reporter
Football is a game made up of
strategy, skill and luck. When it
comes to skill, a coach is more than
willing to blow his own horn, not to
mention his team's.
When it comes to luck, a coach
will grudgingly give credit where it’s
due.
But when it comes to strategyshort of torture—a coach will say
nothing.
The Bates Bobcats will kick off
their 1982 football season tomorrow
against the Amherst Lord Jeffs, at
Amherst College. Bobcat fans mak¬
ing the long trek down to Amherst,
however, will know as little as possi¬
ble about the Bates’ opponent
beforehand, if Amherst Head Coach
James Ostendarp has anything to
say (or not to say) about it.
In a telephone interview, Osten¬
darp spoke highly of his players. He
mentioned the squad’s tri-captains,
Jeff Jordan, a senior defensive noseguard from Springfield. Massachu¬
setts; Mark Vendetti, senior, at
fullback, from Dudley. Massachu¬
setts; and Bob Emery from Fairhaven. New Jersey, a senior defen¬
sive back.
Ostendarp did not hesitate to
mention other players he termed as
“outstanding.” Several returning
seniors this year are Dana King,
offensive end; Mark Fitzpatrick,
guard; and Brian Curran at quarter¬
back. Two juniors also made the
coach’s list; David Silliman, end;
and Richie Devin, tackle.
Ostendarp went on to name sev¬

eral sophomores as well, but when
asked if he planned on starting any
freshmen, the Amherst mentor said.
“I’m not quite sure yet. There are
some freshmen fighting it out for a
few positions, but it’s still too early
to tell.”
However.
Bobcat
players,
coaches, and fans are in the dark
about injuries the Lord Jeffs may
have suffered this year. Ostendarp
was adamant about not revealing
what players, if any, would be side¬
lined for the opener. He said. “It is
my policy to never, ever reveal any
injuries I may have on my team.”
The Amherst coach was quite
willing to voice his opinion about
the Bates squad, though. Ostendarp
feels the Jeffs are up against a “very
good team, with a good record,
which is well coached.”
Perhaps Ostendarp’s unwilling¬
ness to reveal even the slightest bit of
information stems not only from his
team’s record of five wins and three
losses last season, but also from the
Bobcats’ 14-0 win over Amherst last
year on Garcelon field. With the loss
of nine starters to graduation.
Amherst may well be worried about
a repeat performance.
As a result, it is hard to predict the
outcome of this year’s game. When
speaking of Amherst’s strong points
Ostendarp said. “We’re still develop¬
ing, so its hard to say. We have a
good quarterback, good ends.
Things a team needs to win.”
Amherst’s weak points? Who’s to
say. if not the head coach? “There
are some weak points, but its a
coach’s prerogative not to reveal
them,” he added.

Men’s Cross Country
Off to Respectable Start
by Marjie Needham
Sta ff Reporter
With four wins and three losses
the Bobcat men’s cross country team
is off to a respectable start.
Bates lost to the Universities of
Vermont and New Hampshire
under a sunny Burlington sky last
Friday, but the previous weekend,
the Bobcats hosted the Can-Am
meet and finished second out of six
schools.
UVM earned the first, second,
seventh and eighth places to win last
weekend’s five mile meet with 37
points, leaving UNH and Bates to
battle it out. Bates’ sophomore
Jamie Goodberlet followed UNH’s
Aaron Lesing by six seconds to
place fourth in 26:06. UNH then
managed to secure two more places
before a flood of six Bobcats fin¬
ished the course.. .

Leading the pack, senior Fred
Turkington placed ninth with a time
of 26:49. He was followed by Ken
O’Regan, John Cullen. Bob Ricci,
A1 Waitt, and Len Morley, all who
finished within 31 seconds of Turkington’s time. Despite this rush of

Bates runners. UN H beat Bates 45
to 46.
Lewiston was hot and humid Sep¬
tember 11 when Brandeis ran away
with the Can-Am title. The Massa¬
chusetts team captured the first six
spots, keeping its points down to fif¬
teen. Bates was second with a distant
score of 69.
Behind Bates was the University
of New Brunswick finishing with 94
points. Dalhousie with 103. Bowdoin scoring 108. and USM bringing
up the rear with a total of 144 points.
The Brandeis runners, led by
Mark Beeman. finished the winding
Bates course in a winning time of
26:06. Bates’ O’Regan ran a strong
race placing eighth overall in 26:38.

Adding to the Bobcat score and
finishing the 5.1 mile race with a
team spread of 70 seconds, were
Turkington, Weyand, Goodberlet,
and Cullen. Ricci, a powerful fresh¬
man, finished 22nd in 28:03, fol¬
lowed by Morley with a time of
28:25.
The cross country team has dis¬
played its strength early in the sea¬
son as a team. Tomorrow the
Bobcats will challenge the Bowdoin
Polar Bears at noon.
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CBB Scrimmage Gives Coaches
a Preview of Their Team
by Jeanne Brown
Sports Editor
Last weekends Colby-BatesBowdoin scrimmage was the site of a
fine exhibition of talent, strenght
and strategy as the Bobcats suited up
against its two Maine rivals, Bowdoin and Colby.
Overall, Coach Web Harrison
stated that he was “pleased with the
team’s performance” and the one
win, two losses, and one tie secured
by Bates.
Backs Charlie Richardson, Allen
Presseller and Eric Casey ‘ran quite
well” according to Harrison, who
had few complaints regarding the
team’s offensive performance.
Other contributors to the Bobcats
offence were sophomore Steven
Brackett and senior Donald Sara•son, each player praised by Harri¬
son, respectively, for punting and
kicking.
Rounding out the Bobcat power¬
house were the quarterbacks, lead
by senior Mike Heslin. “They all
threw well but hopefully, as the sea¬
son progresses, our selection of
receivers will improve,” Harrison
stated.
In defensive areas, however, Har¬
rison felt “some key mistakes were
made. Our blocking and tackling
was not a crisp as I would have liked
it to be.”

Smith
Confident
About 1982
Tennis
by Mike Meehan

Staff Reporter
Head Coach Pat Smith, returning
after a year’s leave of absense, for her
seventh season, is very optimistic
about the women’s tennis team.
With a strong crop of freshmen
talent Smith feels that the team will
have the added depth to pull out
victories that previous Bobcat
squads have let slip away.
In a heated challenge match Jun¬
ior Pam French emerged the victor
over Stephanie Catenese, last year’s
top player. French was the team’s
number one player for the opening
match against Colby.
Sophomore Kat MacDonald
firmly holds the third slot with jun¬
ior Ilene Conners and freshman sen¬
sation Carolyn Ryan grabbing the
fourth and fifth slots, respectively.
Jennifer Cogan and Susan Fairbank team-up to comprise the top
doubles tandem. Junior Megan
Skelly and freshman Martha Gelbein will compete as the second dou¬
bles team.
A mixture of veterans and some
startling freshmen players will keep
the top nine on their toes while con¬
stantly battling for a spot of their
own.
Outside of the usual rivalry with
Bowdoin and Colby, Smith feels
that the matches with UMaine,
Wheaton, and MIT will be key to
the team’s success this fall.
The team was downed on Tues¬
day by Colby and will be back into
action tomorrow when it hosts MIT.

Yet all the problems that the Bob¬
cats encountered last Sunday were
labeled by Harrison as “typical types
of first scrimmage errors.” Harrison
went on to state, “our mistakes were
all technical in nature and can easily
be corrected. The team was very
excited and didn’t cover all points.
You just have to hope that you
corrct your mistakes by the next
game.”
The Bobcats will be given the
opportunity to display their im¬
provement on Saturday, Sept: 25,
when the team travels to Amherst,
Massachusetts to confront Amherst
College’s powerful Lord Jeffs.

“Amherst is a strong team in
many ways,” said Harrison. “They
have a veryexperienced quarterback
and generally, a very experienced
team. Amherst is an improved team
over last year and physically, they’re
bigger than us.”
Harrison believes that an impor¬
tant element of Saturday’s game will
hinge upon the Bobcats defense.
“First we’ll need strong defense”,
Harrison remarked, “which can put
the offense into a good position,”
Already citing a powerful Bates
defense, Harrison feels that the vet¬
eran group is capable of executing
the proposed game strategy.

Amols Takes Over
Job for Wigton
by P.J. Levin

Staff Reporter
Like so many other Bates gradu¬
ates, John Amols has found a new
position at Bates other than that of a
student. Amols, who will be replac¬
ing Coach George Wigton while he
is taking a year long sabattical, will
be the coach for both the men’s ten¬
nis and basketball teams this year.
The reason for Amols’ return to
Bates—after the absence of almost a
decade—stems from an experimen¬
tal attempt at a career change.
Amols graduated from Bates in
1972, and immediately entered law
school where he graduated in 1975.
After practicing law in Long Island,
New York, Amols returned to
Lewiston to practice law while
coaching basketball on a part-time
basis at Bates.
This opportunity helped Amols
realize that he preferred a career in
coaching to that of law. His previous
experience at the recreational level,
as well as being an assistant coach
both at Bates and Connecticut Col¬
lege, made him the perfect candidate
for Wigton’s position.
Aside from the satisfaction that is
derived from coaching the many fine
athletes he comes in contact with,
Amols finds being an alumnus
makes it an especially meaningful
and rewarding experience.
This year, as a result of an expan¬
sion of the spring season (instituted
by Wigton) which now begins in the
fall, Bates, for the first time, will par¬
ticipate in the EC AC Fall Tennis
Tournament held at Albany State
on October 1 and 2.
Amols will send a total of six play¬
ers, four of which are still undeter¬
mined. Those men selected by
Amols will play doubles, since the
players he sends to participate in sin¬
gles matches cannot be included in
both singles and doubles matches.
The singles players most likely to
be selected are junior, Bert Cole and
sophomore, John Luyrink. Amols
cited these two players as especially
strong members of the team.
Cole, a native of Maine, was
placed among the top four small col¬
lege players in New England. Last
spring, Cole was a finalist in the
Division 2-3 tournament, a quarterfinalist in the Division I tourna¬
ment, and for the second consecu¬
tive year, he qualified for the
nationals.
Luyrink, Amols commented, has
the potential to be one of the top
small college players in New
England, and he should have a good

chance of qualifying for the national
tournament this year.
Another player that was highly
praised by Amols was captain Brad
Bjorkland. This senior, along with
teammates Cole and Luyrink, spent
last summer in France competing in

GOING UP - Women’s volleyball in action. Mirror photo by John
Farwell.

VofleybaUers Host
Tournament
by John D. Boyle

COACH JOHN AMOLS, replac¬
ing George Wigton for the year.
Student photo by Peter Scarpaci.

a “mini grand prix” type of competi¬
tion for college students from
France and America.
There will be three matches in this
abbreviated season which will count
towards their overall record in the
spring. The first in the series is the
University of Maine at Orono on
September 25th, followed by home
matches with Clark on October 5th
and St. Michaels on October 9th.

Staff Reporter
The Bobcat volleyball team
started its official season Sept. 18
when it hosted the Bates College
Volleyball Invitational Tournament.
The four teams invited to partici¬
pate were New Hampshire College,
Gordon College, Wellesley College,
and the University of Maine at
Farmington.
Returning for her second year as
head coach, Donna Turnbaugh’s
starting lineup includes seniors and
tri-captains Colleen O’Connell,
Carolyn Evans and Alison MacDo¬
nald; sophomores Christy Gallier
and Gloria Lee, and freshman Sarah
McSweeney.
Filling out the rest of the team are
junior Kelley O’Connell, sopho¬
mores Julie Newton and Susan
Menzer, and freshmen Chris Sulli¬
van, Hagar Riley, Cathy Bernier,
and Valerie Wilkins. Managers
Sheila Franco and Stacey Pierce
along with head trainer Roger Park
complete this year’s team.
Bates won its first match against
New Hampshire 15-6, 15-8, but lost
the following three; Gordon 8-15,

5-15; Wellesley 9-15, 11 -15; a nd U niversity of Maine at Farmington 415, 15-6, 13-15. In volleyball, two of
three games won are needed by a
team to win the match.
According to Turnbaugh, the
tournament ran very smoothly and
most of the matches were close.
She found that the Bobcats
started slowly in the first match, as
she had expected, but rallied back to
beat New Hampshire.
She noted that the Bobcats had
difficulty with a formidible oppo¬
nent—Gordon—but improved mar¬
kedly with each successive match.
The last match exhibited the Bob¬
cat’s best display of teamwork. Bates
was within two points of winning the
match in the third game, but bad
judgement and mistakes allowed U
Maine at Farmington to take ](>
straight points for the victory.
Looking ahead, Turnbaugh pre
diets that the team will have to
improve ball skills and become more
aggressive to win.
As a small team (freshman Sarah
McSweeney is tallest, at 5'9"), it will
have to do more hustling, and
diving._

Women’s Cross Country Takes Two-of-Three
by Maijie Needham

Staff Reporter
MIDDLEBURY,
VT.—The
Bates’ women’s cross country team
beat two of its three opponents
this past weekend at Middlebury
College. The host team won the
meet with 33 points, while Bates
was second with a score of 50.
Following closely behind Bates,
Williams accumulated 57 points,
leaving Albany State with 70.
Throughout the race Bobcat
Becca Watt ran neck-and-neck with
Middlebury’s Jamie Mareder. The
last 200 yards was an especially
tough battle concluding with Watt’s
being nicked at the tape.
Mareder clocked a time of 17:53
for the 2.8 mile course. Watt finished
in 17:54.
The race for third place was
equally aggressive. Nancy Bell ran

most of the last half mile alone until
Cathy McCarthy of Albany State
began to catch her 100 yards from
the finish. Bell ran extremely well
but was also beat at the line. Bell was
one second off McCarthy’s finish
with a time of 18:20.
Captain Pam Fessenden ran her
best race of the season, improving
her team standing by two places
over last week. She finished third for
Bates, 10th overall.
Bobcat Pauline Vashon finished
14th in the meet. Freshman Betty
Barr had a good race earning the
20th slot.
Filling out the rest of the Bates
field, Justina Alsfeld was 29th, fresh¬
man Heidi Hersant was 30th, and
Melissa Leonard finished 36th.
This was the first regular season
race in which the Bobcats faced the
Williams team. The two have met at
championship meets but Williams
has never been beaten by Bates.

Middlebury has also been consist¬
ently strong and therefore Court
feels good about the results.
This weekend Bates defends the
CBB title against Bowdoin, who
beat the Bobcats in the first meet of
the season. The meet time has been
changed and will begin at 11:30
tomorrow.
The best way to guard
against breast cancer is
right in your hands. It's
called breast self-exam¬
ination. Ask your doctor to
teach you how to do it.
And while you're at it, ask
him about mammography
— a low dose breast x-ray.
For more informa¬
tion, call your local
ACS office.

American

f- Cancer Society
This space contributed as a public service.
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Wrassling - A Unique Level of Success
It has often been said that a pro¬
wrestling loyalists ... my condolen¬
fessional athlete attains his highest
ces. For those of you who rate Pat
personal accomplishment by leading
Patterson and Vince McMahon as
his team to a world championship or
intelligent sports journalists ... let’s
by achieving individual goals.
talk wrestling.
However, if such is the case, the
In particular let’s talk Superfly.
majority of pro sports persons today
He was imported to the World
would have tasted the sweetness of - Wrestling Federation, which incid¬
ultimate self-satisfaction. It is doubt¬
entally is sanctioned and supervised
by the State Athletic Commission,
ful that this is true.
from the Figi Islands, a small group
of islands west of the Blue Lagoon.
by David Brenner,
staff reporter
Superfly was escorted to the area
by
manager and legal advisor Cap¬
Therefore, there must exist a
higher echelon of self-achievement tain Louis Albano. The evil Captain
than merely winning a champion¬ often hears rousing chants of
“Albano is a bum" through grotes¬
ship or reaching a goal.
What is this unique level of suc¬ quely pierced ears that suitably
match his pierced cheeks and
cess? Just ask Kareem. Reggie,
Moses or Isiah. Or consider former assorted facial scars.
Upon his arrival to the East coast,
professional performers O.J.. Wilt,
the
Superfly. despite his bag of dirty
or the Babe.
Get the point? Yes, each of these island tricks, captured the hearts and
men has reached the highest level of imagination of intelligently critical
sports achievement. No last name is wrestling fans with his daring leap
needed to identify these stars. Yet all from the top turnbuckle on to his
of the aforementioned seven are helpless opponent.
The Superfly resembles a Japa¬
associated with your basic “popcornhere” baseball, football, and nese kamikaz.ee plane assaulting
Pearl Harbor (nothing personal Mr.
basketball.
Big deal, you say. With the expo¬ Saito or Mr. Fugi. note: that’s Fugi
sure given to baseball, football, and not Figi).
Fighting the likes of S.D. Special
basketball in this country, no
wonder there are many athletes iden¬ Delivery Jones, brother of reknowned Italian champion P.D.
tified on a first-name only basis.
There is, however, an athlete in Pizz^ Delivery Jones, Superfly was
another sport who is also recognized cheered by some, yet booed by most.
Then a feud erupted between the
by merely a single name: They call
Superfly and the full-blooded
him Superfly.
You intellectual pro wrestling Indian tag team of Chief Jay Strongfanatics know him well. I’m talking bow and his great grandson Jules.
about perhaps the greatest physical Next, the Superfly hooked up with
specimen in the world of athletics the ladies’ favorite Ivan Putski with
today. And that includes ultimate his Polish Hammer.
Despite the fact that the Superfly
frisbee and buzz factor players, too.
is managed by Albano, and despite
the fact that Figi Islands number one
For those of you who are not pro

Dave on Sports

son notoriously offends the code of
wrestling legalities, the wrestling
public enjoys him. They enjoy him
enough to cheer him. And in recent
weeks the Superfly has shown a lik¬
ing for the positive crowd reaction.
Now, with the Superfly in the
midst of a contractual disagreement
with Albano, it seems apparent to
the average wrestling buff that soon.
Superfly will abide by the rules of
the sport and eventually dump Cap¬
tain Lou for a life of good.
And believe me... before the first
of the year, Jimmy Superfly Snuka
will be the WWF Heavyweight
Champion. And wrestling fans, it’s
all because You Asked For It!

Women’s Soccer Off on Right Foot
by John Cullen

Staff Reporter
Tomorrow the women’s soccer
team will play Tufts University, who
should prove to be the Bobcat’s
toughest opponent of the young
1982 season.
Although Tufts was rather
soundly beaten by Springfield Col¬
lege in their first game of the season,
they have a steady offense lead by
All-New England forward Lisa Raffin and strong defense, featuring AllNew England fullback Heather
Sibbison.
Last weekend Bates opened up its
season with a 0-0 tie against Middlebury. Despite the lack of offense
several people played extremely
well.
Val Greene, in her first ever game
as a goalie, turned away 11 Middlebury shots during the game, and
according toCoach Diane Boettcher
“controlled the whole penalty area."
She showed her poise by grabbing a

Staff Reporter
As the 1982-1983 Intramural
Program gets under way, there will
be several noticeable changes in its
organization and structure as com¬
pared with last year’s format.
Certainly, the most important
factor contributing to the success of
this year’s program is the newly
staffed intramural personnel. Stu¬
dent assistants Jim Sylvia and Sarah
White, advised by intramural direc¬
tor Chick Leahey, are assuming a
more dedicated and enthusiastic role
in coordinating a sports program.
They hope to interest both new and
former participants in this year’s
program.
In the reassessment of the Intram¬

ural Program, its committee aims to
rectify the problem of lack of com¬
munication between the intramural
director, his assistants, and the
intramural members. They are mak¬
ing a conscious effort to follow more
closely the Intramural Constitution
in hopes of improving the quality of
communication.
As the Constitution instructs, a
president and secretary are elected,
as well as a representative in each
dorm to post schedules and rosters.
A variety of fall intramural sports
began theirseasons Wednesday. Syl¬
via, student assistant for the men’s
program, is offering softball, tennis,
squash, raquetball, and volleyball.
Touch football is expected to begin
in October.

Rugby Club Preparing
“This could be the year for the
Bates Rugby Football Club,” said
President Chris Graham.
“After struggling for many years
with a lack of players, talent, and
organization, this year’s team has a
roster of 45 players and a hard work¬
ing group of officers preparing fora
successful season,” he added.
Led byCaptains Peter Wood and
Dave Cooke (who were JYA in the
United Kingdom and played rugby
there), this year’s team should be one
of the most experienced, versatile,
and talented rugby clubs ever at
Bates.
With returning veterans such as
Dave Liegoet. Jay Cleary, Tom Kravitz, Matt Twomey, Mark Rucci,
and Lou Vachon in the scrum Bates
should push opposing forwards all
over the field.

Returning backs include, Steve
Law, Steve McGuirk, Joe Mirra,
Chris Welburne, Frank Collier, and
Graham.
Many of the team’s newcomers
have already had some rugby play¬
ing experience. Others have been
active in football and soccor and
have managed to pick up the game
fairly quickly.
Officers for the club this year
include Graham as president; Law,
vice president; Twomey, treasurer;
and Liegoet, social director.
Events such as a slave auction,
raffles, and the St. Patty’s Day Dip
have already been planned by the
Club

SCHEDULE

Sept. 25, at Amherst.
Oct. 2, Yale; 9, Maine Maritime;
16, at Bowdoin; 23-24, at UMass
Tourney; 30, Bowdoin.

dangerous shot which rebounded
straight downward from the cross¬
bar, a shot which could have spelled
the difference in the game.
Greene received a lot of help from
the Bobcat fullbacks. Stopper ful¬
lback Karen Clay was “all over the
field" marking Middlebury’s center
forward person-for-person as well as
breaking up developing plays.
While Clay took care of the mid¬
dle. right and left fullbacks Jeanmarie Hester and Colleen Martin
controlled the sidelines.
Offensively Bates controlled the
action during the first half but fal¬
tered some in the second. Starting

centerhalf Stephanie Fernald was
the key to Bates’ short passing midfield game, supporting every play.
One .of the main reasons Bates
outshot Middlebury was Denise
Barton who managed to turn almost
every free kick on the offensive side
of the field into a shot on goal.
There were a couple of times when
the Bobcats just missed scoring but
most of the time was due to stingy
Middlebury fullbacks, lead by their
own All-New Englander, Harriot
Bishop.
After tomorrow’s game against
Tufts, Bates will face Colby in the
first CBB game of the season.

Field Hockey Team
Wins Opener, 2-1
by P.J. Levin

Staff Reporter
In the home opener for the 198283 women’s field hockey squad.
Bates defeated Middlebury by a
score of 2-1.
But the score alone cannot ade¬
As cited by White, the women’s
program includes such sports as ten¬ quately provide one with the excite¬
nis, raquetball. squash and volley¬ ment and skillful play exhibited this
ball. Sylvia feels that White is past Saturday morning.
In the first half, both teams put
“putting a lot of time into the pro¬
forth
their best efforts to obtain the
gram.” White is currently directing
both the co-educational and wo¬ lead. The first goal of the game was
scored by Bobcat sophomore Geormen’s fall semester.
geanne Ebersold with twenty-two
This year’s newly acquired per¬ minutes remaining in the half.
sonnel appear to have a superior Assisting Ebersold was sophomore
attitude in promoting the program, Monique Petty.
and they are assuming more respon¬
Senior Tracey Bolan later pro¬
sibility in the interest of the student vided the team with its second and
participants. The success of intram¬ final goal of the game. Dolan scored
urals depends upon the rapport with sixteen minutes remaining in
within the administrative group, and the first half, helping to establish the
problems that had existed between game’s fast moving pace.
the members of last year’s staff
Just two minutes later, Middlebappear to have been eliminated.
urv retaliated with a goal scored by
The communication gap between
Palo Pierce and Jeff Gettler was a
disruptive factor as well as White’s
difficulty in working with Pierce. As
Sylvia observed, “Leahey is much
more helpful and interested and he
really wants to get involved.”
This being his first year as coordi¬
nator, Leahey’s feelings are mutual.
He said, “I have a lot of confidence
in Jim and Sarah. They’ve indicated
a desire to improve the program and
they’ve already done a lot of work.”
The new intramural director and
assistants are enthusiastic about the
up and coming intramural year.
However, as Sylvia pointed out,
“we’re willing to work, but we’re
only going to take it as seriously as
the people want it to be taken.”
If the progress in the format thus
far is any indication of the program’s
potential, intramural athletes can
expect a successful year with tighter
organization and a more efficiently
structured program.

Intramural Program Personnel Changes
by Dana Yerid

TELLING THE WHOLE STORY - A shot of the scoreboard after the
game. Student photo by Peter Scarpaci.

Margaret Goebel. Teammate Kelly
Morgan was credited with the assist.
By the conclusion of the first half,
Bates had 16 shots on the Middleb¬
ury goal, while in the second half it
had only four. This statistic illus¬
trates the exhaustion with which the
players had to perform; yet, some¬
how the team managed to pull
together and hold off the abundance
of threats imposed by impressive
Middlebury.
Bobcat Coach Sherry Yakawonis
was pleased with her team’s first per¬
formance as a unit and was espe¬
cially impressed by the performance
of goalie Janet Bursaw. Bursaw had
an outstanding nine saves for the
day and greatly contributed to the
team's success.
Yakawonis also cited the ease
with which her new players are mak¬
ing the necessary adjustments for
playing on a new squad, enabling
them to contribute to the overall
strength of the team.
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“Russian Fever” is the New Craze
by Kim Lilly

Staff Reporter
There is an epidemic running ram¬
pant on the Bates College campus, it
is not E.T. fever, or even Pac Man
fever, but rather, Russian fever—the
symptoms being a love of Russian
language, history and literature.
The result of “Russian fever” is an
insane desire to declare an interdisci¬
plinary major despite the compli¬
cated processes involved. The
victims of this illness are called Rus¬
sian Studies majors and their ranks
are growing at a fantastic rate.
This fall 31 students registered for
Russian 101. over 20 students
attended the first session of Steve
Hochstadt’s
Marxism seminar
(which had a limited enrollment of
15). and the registration for the Rus¬
sian history and literature courses
has risen steadily over the past two
years.
The surge of interest in Russia
and the Soviet Union is not limited
to Bates, but appears to be the trend
at colleges and universities around
the country. Why the suddden stu¬
dent interest?
Professor Karen Black. Bates’
sole Russian professor, believes that
college-aged students are inclined to
involve themselves politically. “Since
the Soviet Union plays such a large
role in the formation of our foreign
policy.’ the students feel they should
learn more about it.”
She also thinks that the interest
may be a reaction to Reagan’s gen¬
eral policy of isolationism between

the two countries. As for the interest
forced or even encouraged her to
in the language. Black cited the
offer such a broad range of courses.
national campaign to increase
“I had to see for myself what the
American’s proficiency in foreign
possibilities are for Russian at
languages and the belief that the
Bates,” commented Black.
knowledge of one of the less com¬
mon languages will increase one’s:
The administration and Professor
value on the job market as factors.
Wright, Chairman of the Foreign
Whatever the reasons, Black is Language Department, are aware
pleased with the sudden fascination that Black carries a heavy course
with Russia and is excited about the load and are sympathetic to the fact
Russian Studies majors and their that she needs assistance. Professor
enthusiasm.
Wright has hired three teaching
Many have offered to work as stu¬ assistants to correct papers and
dent tutors and teaching assistants, teach Russian 101 language labs.
Two years ago a native speaker,
and several have involved them¬
selves
with
Russian
during Rita Gekhtin helped teach the lan¬
summers. Three of the students: Jim guage. However, even with the help,
Pasquill, Janice Eklund, and Kim Black feels that she can sustain the
Lilly, have attended the Middlebury pace for only another three or four
Russian Summer .School where years.
there is a strict language pledge,
requiring the students to speak only
Black is concerned that the stu¬
Russian.
dents in second and third year
Pasquill, the first student to courses suffer due to the lack of
declare a Russian Studies major, another Russian professor. Because
taught beginning Russian this past she spends so much time planning
summer.
and teaching five courses. Black feels
Black also praised the other pro¬ she often lacks the energy to plan
fessors who are involved with the imaginative classes for the upper
interdisciplinary major by saying, level courses.
“These professors are doing some
Black also noted that it would be
really great things.”
beneficial for the students to hear
Despite the fact that there are over another speaker of Russian besides
20 courses in the school’s curriculum
herself and to encounter a fresh per¬
which deal in some way with the sonality. For this reason she encour¬
Soviet Union, much of the work ages her students to take summer
falls on Black’s shoulders. At pres¬ courses. She herself teaches Russian
ent, she is teaching four Russian lan¬ every other summer at Middlebury.
guage courses and one literature in
What does the future hold for the
translation course.
Russian Studies majors and the
No one in the administration Russian language students? No one

The Seven Cardinal Virtues

KAREN BLACK, assistant professor of Russian, instructs a class. News
Bureau photo.

really knows.
Those students who have already
declared their interdisciplinary Rus¬
sian Studies major are exploring the
possibility of establishing it as a real
major, coming under the heading of
the Foreign Language Department.
As for the language courses.
Black notes, “In the worst case I
would drop back to a normal course
load and first and second year Rus¬
sian and literature in translation
would be offered. That would be
depressing for me because it is only
in the third year that students really
feel they are accomplishing some¬
thing significant in the language.
“Also, if this were to happen, it
would discourage many of the
potentially best students from begin¬
ning the language, or if they did and
got really interested they would be
forced to transfer elsewhere.”
She is also concerned that the
“secondary concentration and inter¬
Mark Semon. centered his address disciplinary major possibilities
around the-belief that fear of the would be severely handicapped or
Lord is the beginning of all wisdom. even rendered impossible.”
He pointed out that wisdom is not
just knowledge, it is also the ability
to apply it and act on that knowl¬
edge. Furthermore, he said, we tend
to hold people in contempt if they
have information but do not act.
Semon stressed that he sees Lord
as not just God, but anything that is
above that individual such as a diffi¬
cult physics problem, or anything
that forces us to “realize our limita¬
tions” so that we have to “give up
false pictures of ourselves” which
can lead to truer pictures of our¬
selves and thus, the beginning of
wisdom.
By listening to the various mem¬
bers of the college staff address the
seven issues, Crocker said he hopes
that the entire college will benefit
and that the important “sense of
community” will be achieved.

Wednesday Convocations Can Create
New Sense of Community
by Bill Walsh
Staff Reporter
How do the subjects of wisdom,
justice, temperance and courage
apply to Bates students? What is the
Durpose of convocation exercises in
nid-semester? These were the quesions Chaplin Richard Crocker,
arganizer of the convocation protram, wanted answered.
The purpose of the seminars, the
haplin explained, is to create a “new
sense of community at the colle¬
ge.” He pointed out that chapel servi;es ceased being mandatory in 1967
and as a result, this “sense of com¬
munity” has been disappearing from
he campus.
Crocker also observed that stuients attend convocation only when
:hey enter college as freshmen and
then again when they leave as
seniors.
He stressed there should be a

“gathering point, a coming together
for a common task" in between the
beginning and the end of a student’s
college career and he hopes that the
convocation program will provide
that missing entity.
The additional topics of “Faith,”
“Hope," and “Love” will be added to
next semester’s convocation pro¬
gram to complete the list of the
Seven Cardinal Virtues. These
virtues, according to the Bible, will
lead an individual to a happy and
enriching life.
The chaplin said he hoped that
each person would see a little more
meaning in our otherwise busy lives
by attending the convocations.
With the help of various faculty
and administrative members, the
program got underway last Wednes¬
day at 8 a.m. with a discussion of
wisdom.
The speaker. Physics Professor

-S?

o

by Gail Fons

The program covered topics such
as counseling techniques, general
information concerning degree
requirements, security, and first aid.
A steering committee for the RC
and JA program will evaluate the
orientation week during the first

semester and determine
aspects need refining.

which

Associate Dean of the College F.
Celeste Branham explained that this
evaluation is based primarily upon a
questionnaire in which the RCs and
JAs rate each individual session.
The deans will also meet with the
RCs and JAs after the results of the
survey are compiled in order to
acquire further feedback. Branham
stated that out of the ten question¬
naires that have been returned to
date, the overall response has been

favorable.
Changes from last year’s program,
include a new advising session on
how to respond to questions about
distribution requirements, first aid
training, a luncheon discussion on
diversity and tolerance, a discussion
focused on the individual needs of
each class and dividing the six hour
CPR course into two sessions.
Once the results of the new questi¬
onnaire have been evaluated, the
steering committee will finalize
changes for the upcoming year.

oQ

Lisbon St. Q)
Lew.

783-7722

A Week of Preparation
Necessary for Bates RAs and JAs
Senior Reporter
Over 20 individual training ses¬
sions were held for the 57 Resident
Coordinators (RCs) and Junior
Advisors (JAs) during a five-day
period prior to the start of classes.

Ideally Professor Black would
like to see a professor who taught
both Russian language and litera¬
ture hired. She would then offer an
Introductory course in Russian
Literature in Russian and a Conver¬
sation and Composition course.
However, as Dean Carignan
stated. “Many requests for addi¬
tional personnel are received each
year.”
Right now two forces competing
against the Russian department are
the plans to enlarge the classics and
computer-sciences
departments.
One of the criteria involved in the
final decision is student interest and
Carignan encouraged the Russian
Studies majors to talk with the Dean
of Faculty, Carl Straub, and to Pres¬
ident Reynolds, who makes the final
decision concerning which profes¬
sors are hired.
Carignan assured those involved,
“We are fully aware of the situation
with the Russian Studies major and
it will be watched closely and acted
upon when possible.”

R
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New Profs Bring More Diversity to Bates
by Patty McAndrew

Staff Reporter
“I always thought it would be nice
to go back to Bates to teach,” said R.
Blake Whitaker, Jr., a new assistant
professor of biology.
Whitaker was a member of the
1974 graduating class, and con¬
tinued his studies at Colorado State
University for one year, Yale Uni¬
versity for five years, and then com¬
pleted two years at Harvard.

In July of this year he was pro¬
moted to instructor and applied to
Bates for a position. While at Bates,
Whitaker was a teacher’s assistant
for Professor Robert Chute, and
now they are colleagues. Whitaker
said, “At first it was hard to call him
Bob.”
Whitaker commented that the
facilities in the sciences have vastly
improved since he was a student
here, and that the faculty has been

considerably enriched.
At Yale he taught medical stu¬
dents, but comparatively, Whitaker
said, “I find the students at Bates
more demanding in class, more cur¬
ious and they pose more questions.”
Rebecca Wells Corrie; instructor
of art, also had a previous connec¬
tion with Bates. Her brother attend¬
ed Bates, so she had the opportunity
to visit the college a few times.
She attended Oberlin College for
seven years, and later worked at
Northwestern and Yale Universities.
Corrie spent one year in Vienna, and
returned to obtain her PhD from
Harvard.
Although she had several options,
she said, “What persuaded me to
come to Bates was the quality of the
students. Everyone seems serious
about the things they are interested
in.”

THE NEW ART INSTRUCTOR, Rebecca Corrie. Student photo by
Brad Wolansky.

INSTRUCTOR OF HISTORY, Mike Jones. Student photo by Brad
Wolansky.

Last year Robert Alan Sypitkowski was the technical director of
Schaeffer Theatre and now he is an
assistant professor of theater. He
attended the University of Michigan
and furthered his studies at Northw¬
estern University. Before he came to
Bates, Sypitkowski spent five years
designing scenery at Indiana State
University.
He commented about the stu¬
dents at Bates saying, “They are very
bright, very energetic and they com¬
mit themselves even if they’re not
theater majors.”
Sypitkowski said he has a few
ideas for the department in the
future. “I’d like to get more students
outside of the Theater Department
involved in the productions,” he
said. “It should be viewed as an
intramural sport."
Michael Eugene Jones, instructor
in history, attended the University of
Texas, and went to the University of
Wales for his masters degree. For his
PhD, Jones attended both the Uni¬
versity of Texas and the University
of London.
Jones teaches early British history
and added that he may go back to
London to teach some day.
When asked how he felt about the
History Department’s new location
on Wood Street, Jones said, “I think
we are a little bit isolated, but it’s
more important for all of us to be
together."

BLAKE WHITAKER, newly appointed assistant professor of biology,
flashes a smile for the camera. Student photo by Brad Wolansky.

ROBERT SYPITKOWSKI moves up to assistant professor of theater
after being technical director of the theater last year. Student photo by
Brad Wolansky.
_

Alumni Fund and Campaign Both Nearing Realization of Goals
by Mary Couillard

Staff Reporter
The Alumni Fund and the Cam¬
paign for Bates are both nearing the
realization of their goals. The former
fund drive surpassed its goal of
300,000 dollars by 14,000 dollars.
The Campaign for Bates has
already passed the 11 million dollar
mark and is slated to exceed its 12.5
million goal by June. The Student
talked to Development Assistant
Phil Lee and discussed some of the
ways the goals were reached.
The Alumni Fund is used for the
purposes of emergencies or unantici¬
pated opportunities. It is a flexible
fund that is undesignated and
unbudgeted.
This year the fund is being used to
match a grant for the purposes of
strengthening the faculty and devel¬
oping the curriculum. In previous
years, it has been used for the New
Athletic Facility and for a new vent¬
ing system for chemistry labs in the
Dana Chemistry building.
During Short Term of 1982 over
100 Bates volunteers and at least a
dozen alumni took to the phones for
the first annual phonathon to solicit

funds from alumni. They raised
29,000 dollars from 805 alumni. In
the phonathon, a total of 155 donors
had never given to the fund before,
and another 320 had not given forat
least one year. There were some who
had not given for ten or 15 years.
Heather McElvein '82, student
coordinator of the Student-Alumni
Phonathon was recipient of the first
annual Outstanding Achievement
Award for student phonathons.
The alumni fund closed on June
30 with 314,000 dollars and 4,754
alumni contributors, compared with
54,000 dollars and 1,086 donors in
1981. Participation has increased
from 34 percent of active alumni in
1981, to 43 percent in 1982. Lee
termed this increase as “exciting,
considering inflation, and the state
of the nation’s economy.”
He said he believes the phonathon
was one of the major reasons for the
increase; because of the enthusiasm
of the students, many more alumni
were persuaded to give. Lee plans to
make the phonathon an annual

event, with the students again put¬
ting the plans into action. Tom
Hathaway, ’82 Annual Alumni
Fund Assistant, will aid in the
preparations.
The biggest jump in contribution
was in the younger classes, especially
among the 70s and ’80 and’81. “It’s
important to begin the habit of giv¬
ing when you’re young,” Lee said.
This is critical, he said, since a
healthy rate of participation is cru¬
cial for Bates being considered for
grants. “Alumni support is very
important,” he noted.

the country—all Bates alumni—
who devote time to raise money for
Bates. The volunteers are organized
by states and districts and solicit
other alumni for funds. There are
also class agents who are responsible
for their own particular classes.
The money is used for major addi¬
tions to Bates. In 1972, the fund was

The money is also a part of the
Bates endowment which is used to
supplement the tuition costs of every
Bates student. Tuition does not
entirely cover the cost, and each tui¬
tion has to be subsidized.
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Other sources of contributions to
the fund are individual prospects
who want to make a substantial gift,
and also gifts from friends of Bates,
which both total a few thousand dol¬
lars. This, coupled with the funds
from the phonathon, made the
increase from 1981-82 impressive.

TEL. 782-0638 4- AUBURN, ME.

Mon-Sun 10-5

wide array of collectables
The Capital Campaign has made
great strides in the four years it has
been in progress. This campaign
solicits corporations and founda¬
tions and has area directors around

used to construct the library, and in
1979 to construct the athletic
complex.

art deco

nouvo

clothing from the 1880’s to the 1950’s
and other fine items of the past
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Treat Gallery “Holocaust Remembered”
Show Launches October 12 Conference
“The Holocaust Remembered.” a
new show of prints and drawings by
Luba K. Gurdus and Mauricio
Lasansky opened Wednesday, Sept.
15 at the Treat Gallery.
This exhibition, which runs until
Oct. 22. is part of the Oct. 12 confer¬
ence on the Holocaust to be held
here at Bates.
Sponsored by Bates College with
the support of the Maine Humani¬
ties Council and the National
Endowment for the Humanities, the
conference will include a seminar
conducted by the artist Luba Gur¬
dus, “Art and Artists in the Shadow
of the Holocaust.”
Gurdus’ art was created under the
shadow of the Holocaust which is
evident in the strength and compas¬
sion of her drawings. Her five large
drawings done in mixed media cen¬
ter around life in the ghetto, the
restricted Jewish section of Warsaw.
“Ghetto Defense Post” (1943) is a
roughly drawn and frighteningly
powerful scene of figures running in
the darkness through barbed wire
hunched over machine guns.
Another work from 1943 called
“Mother” is done with similar bold
lines and rough modeling but shows
a mother holding her three children,
all with the identical look of hope¬
lessness staring out of their eyes.
Gurdus also exhibited several pen
and ink illustrations from her 1978
book Death Train. These focus on
actual scenes from the camps. “In
Prison” shows prisoners crammed
into a room waiting helplessly. The
increased delicacy and linear quality
of the drawing in her pen and inks
serve to communicate the more per¬
sonal suffering while the larger
mixed media works deal with the
general anger and struggle.

“Father Stopped to Wipe his Fore¬
head,” another pen and ink is a very
personal record for Gurdus. She
depicts her father exhausted, paus¬
ing from his forced labor with the
other prisoners while the soldiers
impassively look on. The smallness
of scale and sketching sharpness of
the lines make the scene immediate
and forceful.
Gurdus herself is a survivor of the
Holocaust. Born in Poland in 1914.
she was educated in Switzerland and
Berlin at the Academies of Fine
Arts. Her career in publishing was
interrupted by the Nazi Occupation
of Poland when she and her family
were imprisoned in the Maydanek
Concentration Camp.

Although his involvement in the
Holocaust was not as direct as Gur¬
dus', Mauricio Lasansky’s vision is
equally as powerful and disturbing.
His eight large intaglio prints
entitled “Kaddish 1-8” present uni¬
versal symbols of war and peace. His
technical expertise as a printmaker
combines these images in a powerful
collage effect.
The “Kaddish" is a song of praise
and a plea for peace in Israel. With
that his theme, Lasansky presents
images of a dove, a human face and
a concentration camp identification
number in varied combinations.
Within this series, the human face
undergoes transformation as the

ONE OF MANY TO ACTIVELY ENJOY the new Bates organ will be
Associate Professor of Music Marion Anderson.

Marion Anderson, associate pro¬
fessor of music, is the solo performer
in these dedicatory concerts.

of aquatint in these works is another
Lasansky and Gurdus’ work
measure of his technical mastery of reflects the difference in their experi¬
the medium. Lasansky began his ences and points of view. As a survi¬
training in Argentina at the school vor, Gurdus shows a more personal
of Fine Arts. After serving as direc¬ and direct view of the people endur¬
tor of the Free Fine Arts School in ing the Holocaust. Lasansky’s vision
Cordoba, Argentina, he moved to is the social conscience of an artist
the United States and established a stirred by an outrage and-striving to
print department at the University communicate his idea in universal
of Iowa.
symbols of sorrow and hope.
The artist has received numerous
The Holocaust gives these two
awards and honors. Some recent very different artists a common
awards include Printmaking Profes¬ theme. But. it is the very difference
sor Emeritus from the Southern between the survivor’s reflective
Graphics Council and a nomination realism and the artistic detachment
from the Wolf Foundation in Jerus¬ and universal appeal of Lasansky
alem. His work has been widely which creates the power and tension
exhibited and he has held 140 one- of this show.
man shows.
_-Martha Pieott

On Being an
Aspiring
Young Artist

Gurdus arrived in the United
States in 1948 and received her MA
and PhD in art history from New
York University. The artist and art
historian now spends the greater
part of her time working on draw¬
ings and writings dealing with the
Holocaust. Her latest illustrations
are in John Hersey’s book The Wall
(1982). A series of her Holocaust
drawings have been exhibited exten¬
sively in Israel and throughout the
United States.

Inaugural Organ Concerts
this Weekend

On Saturday. Sept. 25 and Sun¬
day, Sept. 26 at 8 p.m. inaugural
concerts for the new organ will be
held in the college chapel.

horror overtakes the scene. One face
shows the same staring, helpless eyes
as Gurdus’ figures; one head appears
punctured and distorted apd one is a
face of pure horror with the hands
covering the face. But the final
image of the series is one of a head
crowned with thorns and a dove
ascendent.
Lasansky’s vision expresses through
comprehensible symbols the uni¬
versal sorrow but, true to his theme,
he leaves us with resignation and
the possibility of resurrection from
the Holocaust.
Lasansky uses strong abstract
color elements, primarily reds and
blacks and whites to create the con¬
trast and force of his prints. His use

Anderson will play a new piece of
music written by Assistant Professor
of Music William Matthews. Bates
received a grant from the National
Endowment for Humanities to com¬
mission a new work and Matthews
was asked to compose such a piece.
Also on the program is a piece by
Bach and one by Reger.

by Margaret Orto
Arts Editor

Every year Columbia Artists con¬
ducts a Young Artist competition
for aspiring musicians (age 18-25) in
all categories of instrumentation strings, brass, percussion, etc.
Competing in such an event is the
pinnacle of a young artist’s training
and experience. A solo performance
at Carnegie Hall is the first place
award.

Gold Coin House - Cantonese
and Szechuan Cooking
Although it is only the third week
of surviving on Commons food, it
might just be that you’re already
yearning for a change of scene and
palate. One of Lewiston’s newest res¬
taurants. the Gold Coin House, can
provide such a change.
The restaurant, which specializes
in Cantonese and Szechuan cook¬
ing, features a wide variety of Chi¬
nese dishes ranging from the mild to
the very spicy. Besides their speciali¬
ties priced around $7. the menu
offers appetizers like spareribs,
chicken wings, wontons and spring
rolls. These can be followed up by,
amongs others, the traditional sweet
and sour. Egg Foo Yong. Lo Mein,
and fried rice dishes.
This reporter and her companion
started their meal, after a steaming
cup of Chinese tea, with hot spring
rolls (S2.25) accompanied by a tangy
sauce, and spareribs ($3.95) in a
sweet but spicy marinade. This was
followed by a panfried chicken egg
foo yong ($3.25)—a light, nongreasy omelette dish. The other
main dish. Sweet and Sour
Supreme, arrived on a platter filled
with fruit, pieces of fried chicken,
pork and shrimp ($5.25).
The interior of the restaurant

clean and modern. Chinese lanterns
and music enhance the oriental fla¬
vour and the service is friendly and
helpful.
Manager Henry Tom. who
opened the restaurant four months
ago after having lived in New York
for 20 years, finds Lewiston “a nice
town,” but competition “rather
stiff.”
Because of the latter, the manager
hopes to appeal to an even wider
clientele in the near future when an
upstairs bar with music will be
opened. At the moment there is a
bar downstairs alongside the dining
area, which offers a relaxing place to
sit and enjoy reasonably priced
cocktails and beer.
A special luncheon menu is
offered Monday through Saturday,
and for a cogenial Happy Hour one
can order a platter of mixed
appetizers.
The restaurant, located on 16-18
Park St. in Lewiston, has a seating
capacity of about 80 people and also
prepares take-out orders. It is
opened Monday through Thursday
from 11 a.m. to 11 p.m., Friday and
Saturday until 1 a.m., and Sundays
and holidays from 12 noon to 11
p.m.
—Julie Carson

As in sports, music craves youth.
Competitions for amateur pianists
end at the age of 33.
What is the route one must follow
to win notoriety in such an arduous
field?
Most music students start with a
local teacher. They soon outgrow
this teacher and begin searching fot
a better instructor—perhaps in a
nearby city. Choosing a teacher at
this level is crucial in later competi¬
tion. Rapport between student and
teacher is necessary as is the
teacher’s connections in the musical
world.

The Art Beat
While in high school the music
student enters small competitions. A
pianist may enter a concerto compe¬
tition sponsored by a regional
symphony.
An artist’s preparations for the
musical world are increased upon
entering a conservatory. Majorcompetitions are sponsored by various
conservatories. It is while at a con¬
servatory that friendships are made
and the artist is introduced into the
musical circles.
Politics are involved and name
dropping is evident. A “lucky break”
is sometimes what decides a musi¬
cian’s career.
However, success is not always
determined by these external reali¬
ties. Life experience is the most
important ingredient in a musical
competition. Everything a musician
has ever experienced is reflected in
his or her Dlaving. If the interpretation is there, the competition is won.
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MusicBox Brings Bates Into Realm
of Computer Music
by Susan Pope
Staff Reporter
Twelve Bates students are on the
threshold of a new domain of crea¬
tivity. By taking “Computers,
Music, and the Arts,” a course being
taught for the first time this semester
by Music Professor William Mat¬
thews, they are entering the realm of
computer music.
“The course serves two purposes,”
said Matthews. “The students will
make art and be introduced to com¬
puters.” One instrument will enable
them to do both these things—the
MusicBox, a microcomputer music
synthesizer now located in the base¬
ment of Pettigrew Hall.
The MusicBox can be played like
an instrument through a keyboard
which resembles a typewriter. “It can
make any sounds you can imagine,”
Matthews said. It also can have mus¬
ical pieces programmed into it. In
order to do this the music must be
translated from musical notation to
computer notation. Once the piece
has been translated, it is possible to
change its sound and tempo.
The MusicBox has tremendous
potential for those interested in com¬
position. “As a composer I’m deligh¬
ted to have one,” said Matthews. “I
can hear what a piece will sound like
without having to hire 25 musicians.”

scope in the field of music, it has a
potential for graphics which is as yet
untapped. The computer’s graphics
capabilities will also be used in part
of the new course.
“Computers, Music and the Arts”
is now scheduled to be offered only
once every two' years. However,
Matthews is trying to arrange for it
to be taught more frequently.
The course will teach students
about computers and how they can
be used for artistic purposes. It is
designed “for people who know
nothing about computers,” Mat¬
Before coming to Bates five years thews explained. The students will
ago, Matthews had done extensive learn, said Matthews,“howto make
work with computer music systems. music, control sound and use com¬
He first became interested in compu¬ puter language. I see it as a very
ter music while at Oberlin College in interesting way to be introduced to
Ohio in 1969.
computers,” the professor said.
There will be no advanced com¬
Up until recently, he said, most of puter music courses taught, but once
the work done with computer music a student has completed “Compu¬
took place at big universities. Now, ters, Music and the Arts” he or she
with the acquisition of the Music- will be ready to do independent
Box, Bates is “in the vangard. No work with the MusicBox.
One Bates senior, Ken Worthy,
other small college has a system as
good as this one,” said Matthews. who has been working with the
“I’m glad we’re on the ground floor.” MusicBox since Short Term, plans
Gordon Wilcox, director of the to use his work with the microcom¬
Computing Center, was responsible puter as part of his honors thesis.
Matthews will use the MusicBox
for acquiring the hardware for the
MusicBox. The computer, which to compose the score for A Dream
started being assembled nine Play, an original play which will be
months ago, is still in the process of produced by the Theater Depart¬
being completed. In addition to its ment at Bates this spring.

Matthews believes that computer
music is “the wave of the future.”
The use of computers in the field of
music is becoming more and more
common. “Almost all progressive
recording is using computers,” said
the professor.
Because of the prevalence of com¬
puters in music today, computer
costs are now much lower than they
were even a few years ago. “A com¬
puter music system,” said Matthews,
“is cheaper now than a grand
piano.”

MARCY PLAVIN directs a group of dancers in the athletic facility.
Student photo by Jon Hall.

New Program
for Dance Company
by John Marsden
Staff Reporter
Above the groans of the dancers
straining to achieve the perfect posi¬
tions, Marcy Plavin, dance instruc¬
tor at Bates, shouted the reasons
behind the unfamiliar contortions.
All tried to imitate what they saw in
the mirror.
Later, after cooling down, Plavin
reiterated all of the new exercises as
well as some of her plans for the
Bates College Dance Company this
year.
“I spent some time this summer at
Wesleyan University taking a course
in correctives from Dorothy Vislocky, who is a professor of dance at

Hunter College,” said Plavin. “Vislocky, besides teaching dance, also
has her own dance company.
“She is interested in proper align¬
ment of the body. Her technique
isn’t that radical, and it is easily app¬
lied to everyday living as in standing
straight. The technique concentrates
on certain muscle groups like the
abdominal and the thigh muscles
individually.
In other words, you’re not trying
to cover all the muscles with one
exercise that in the end will leave you
feeling strained. With this technique,
you are trying to build a stable pel¬
vis, which is where our center of
(Continued on Page 16)

TONY RUFFINO AND LARRY VAUGHN PRESENT

Sixpack - Indifference Was the Aftertaste
by Diane Wylie
Staff Reporter
Sixpack, rated PG, playing at the
Lewiston Mall Cinema and starring
Kenny Rogers and Jeana Thomasina.
A slightly jaded Kenny Rogers
ensnares the starring role in a hum¬
orous, but bland movie entitled Sixpack. An interesting title for all beer
lovers, no doubt, but indifference
was the aftertaste.
Brewster Baker, played by Kenny
Rogers, is a racing car driver who,
after having faded from the circuit
for two years, makes a clumsy come¬
back into the world of fast women
and fast cars. Actually, a wet
entrance is more to the point as
Baker is first seen rescuing six kids
from a submerged trailer which he
forced off the road—the aftermath
of a trailer chase.
The six kids turn out to be experts
in the art of stripping cars in order to
appease the “Dukes of Hazard” type
sheriff and his deputy named Elmer,
naturally the bumbling, easily intim¬
idated sort who constantly but unin¬
tentionally interferes with Sheriff
Stone’s dastardly plans.
The children are without their
parents or any other family. Thus,
when Baker appears, the six see him
as their ticket to freedom from the
hick Texas town and the threats of
the law-enforcement duo.
They are portrayed as a compact
team headed by Breezy, an attractive
16-year-old who attempts to assert
her femininity and who wishes to
attend high school, become a cheer¬
leader and generally enjoy her teen¬
age years.
The five boys are experts with rac¬
ing cars so in order to justify staying
with Baker, who indirectly and unin¬
tentionally becomes the father fig¬
ure. They assume the title of
“sixpack” and help Baker win the
major races, emerging as an efficient
pit team.

An antagonistic force in the shape
of a rival driver named Terk
appears. Determined to beat Baker,
and as the movie progresses to the
climax of the Atlanta Grand
National Race, it is revealed that
Terk, two years previously, had been
Baker’s head mechanic and had tam¬
pered with his car in order to cause
the accient which ensured the depar¬
ture of Baker from the circuit and
which confirmed Terk’s slide into
the number one position.
Baker has a girlfriend called Lon¬
nie, played by Jeana Thomlisina,
who is the cool, level-headed man¬
ager of the drivers’ hang-out, and
who relinquishes all emotional and
business ties to follow Baker.
To add sorpe tension and excite¬
ment to an otherwise family/“Walt
Disney” type of movie, Baker nearly
misses the start of the Atlanta race
due to Terk and his henchmen. The
culmination of confusion reaches its
ultimate height when Sheriff Stone
and Elmer arrive on the scene deter¬
mined to apprehend the kids and
transport them back to Texas.
Baker finds an empty pit when he
roars in for his second pit stop and
all thoughts of winning disappear.
Before becoming intentionally dis¬
qualified in order to look for the
kids. Baker forces Terk to crash,
rendering the balance of their per¬
sonal wins and loses.
Finally, Baker and Lonnie marry,
adopt the kids and acquire the ulti¬
mate American dream—a nice
home and a two-car garage. Terk
loses the race and his reputation
plummets, while the sheriff and his
deputy return empty handed to
Texas.
In conclusion, Sixpack incorpo¬
rates many of the qualities normally
prevalent in a family movie, al¬
though profanity is abundant.

The acting is average and Rogers
performance is somewhat noncom¬
mittal and lackadaisical, although
his background music adds a certain
amount of required distraction.
It is an average run-of-the-mill
movie with an even spread of
humor, love, violence and a “happy
ever after” conclusion.
Sixpack, despite its congruity and
homogeneity, fails to appeal to the
college level intellect as there is a
distinct lack of depth and hidden
meaning; a movie which requires lit¬
tle avid concentration or profound
thought.

Two Poets
at Bates
Two important poets are sched¬
uled to read at Bates in the next few
weeks. This coming Thursday night,
Sept. 30, Edward Field will be on
campus to read from his works. And
the following Thursday night, Oct.
7, William Bronk will be here to
share his work.
Field is a poet from New York
City. He has authorized four books
of poetry, translated a number of sto¬
ries and songs from the Eskimo, and
edited the very excellent anthology,
A Geography of Poets. His work has
brought him the distinction of a
number of awards, including the
Lamont Award for his first collec¬
tion of poetry.
His is a very unique style. His
resistance of convention and tradi¬
tional form give his poems a special
flavor, and combined with his wit
and humor it tends to make his
poems exacting and relevant. His
poems are about many things in the
world; some of them being love
poems, others gentle protests, and so
on. Always his unique voice and
style mark the many things he
speaks of.
(Continued on Page 16)

SEPTEMBER 29 at 8 PM
TICKETS ARE $10.00 AND $11.00 RESERVED SEATS

OCTOBER 10 at 8 PM
TICKETS ARE $11.50 AND ARE AVAILABLE AT THE BOX
OFFICE.TiriKETBQN OUTLETS AND USUAL OUTLETS.
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How Do You Spell Relief?
Democrat

“This isn’t a trade-in, you nitwit, I’m paying for a car!”

_Editorial_
There’s Not Enough Money in the Till
Bates has a budget. Finally.
reluctantly accepted $85,000 for student activ¬
If anything at all, we have learned that it is ity funding.
not easy to pass an effective and fair student
So, that is a hefty $3450 increase, right? Not
activity budget. The Representative Assembly when you consider inflation. Assuming a con¬
(RA) Budget Committee tried several times to servative seven percent rate, this years fund
pass proposed budgets. Many considered the was actually short $2500. When the adminis¬
budgets unacceptable, and perhaps they were. tration Finally decided to add another $1500,
Clearly there is something wrong with the they still left our student activity fund $1000
way we allot funds to student organizations at below last year’s funding.
this college. Although there may well be prob¬
We notice that tuition is managing to keep
lems with the RA’s system of distribution up with inflation, somehow.
itself, one point stands clear.
Yes, heat and professors and organs cost a
There is not enough money in the till. When Jot of money. However, it seems evident that a
there is a limited base of funds, there is bound major component of a student’s non-academic
to be a number of groups hurt by that scarcity. happiness here lies in the ability of his or her
The deliberation process drags on and on and clubs to further his or her interests. Whether
on, as the parties involved try to hack out an it’s catching an Afro-Am lecture, listening to a
acceptable budget.
concert, or trying out for a DJ slot on WRBC.
the student relies on the student activity fund.
For the academic year ’81-82, the RA
We rely on th college administration to not
received $81,550 to give to student organiza¬ let the activity fund, and our interests,
tions for their budgets. This year, the RA dwindle.

Sexism and the Student Newspaper
If there is one concept that greets you at the
gate when you arrive at Bates College, it’s
sexism.
Sexism is a household word around here.
Why? Some say that it’s because there are
only two tenured women on the Bates faculty.
Some say it’s because most heads of
organizations on this campus are men - in fact,
almost two-to-one they say.
And some dare say that the student
newspaper is sexist!
Why? Because they read back issues of The
Student as if they are indications of what is
happening today. References are made to staff
boxes from years gone by to show that men
run this newspaper, and not women.
For that reason, the contention is made,
and in fact, discussed at forums, that the Bates
College newspaper is sexist.
We beg to differ.
In fact, if you were to take a look at the staff
box that appears on this page, you will see the
Editorial Board of this paper is made up of
three men and three women.
Our Sports Editor is a woman. Our Arts
Editor is a woman. And one of our News
Editors, she’s a woman. In fact, that News
Editor happens to be one of the heads of the
Forum on Human Awareness, a group
dedicated to women’s rights.

One might say that the two most important
positions on the newspaper are held by men.
To combat that argument, we’d say, true. But,
that’s true only because only men ran for those
positions last year.
Do we blame the newspaper, or do we
blame the “qualified" women who refused to
run for those offices? The choice is yours to
pinpoint blame.
It’s sad when a cause such as sexism winds
up being dealt with in this manner. The wrong
groups take the blame.
Sexism is a problem of our society and our
upbringings. It is up to groups in our society to
make attempts at rectifying those ills, and this
newspaper is one that is making that attempt.
But how can we consciously make an
attempt to rectify an ill when we constantly are
being blamed—behind our backs, it’s fair to
add—for being one of the causes of sexism at
Bates?
It’s also fair to add that we have never seen a
letter-to-the-editor on the subject. The attacks
against this newspaper have all been made at
useless forums.
If you think this newspaper is sexist, come
out and say it in a letter. Give everyone an
open chance to debate the issue with you. The
letter will be printed.

Unemployment is lip to 9.8 per¬
cent. industrial production is falling,
the budget deficit is the largest in
history, interest rates are sky high
and in spite of the prediction by Rea¬
gan's economic advisors that the rec¬
overy is not faraway. Americans are
losing faith.
Republicans were ecstatic on
November 4. 1980. when their so
called "economic saviour” was
elected. Prior to becoming presi¬
dent. Ronald Reagan promised a
balanced budget, an increase in
industrial production and a decrease
in double-digit inflation. The lattef
was accomplished, but only at the
expense of 10 million unemployed.
Yes folks, the picture good of
Ronnie painted prior to his election
is substantially different than our
present day situation.
Most people would agree that
President Reagan is rapidly losing
his grasp on Congress. Just two
weeks ago. the presidential veto was
overridden by a two-thirds majority
of congress as a result of a 14.1 bil¬
lion dollar spending act. Though the
final bill was one billion dollars
lower than Reagan had originally
proposed. Reagan did not like the
defense cuts.
Congressional democrats and lib¬
eral republicans suddenly became
evil "budget busters" wreaking
havoc on the economy in order to
scathe the president. The reality of
the situation however is that most
are beginning to realize that Reaga¬
nomics is a Reagan blunder.
A change must occur in order for
the United States to rise again to its
position of industrial eminence. This
change will only occur when a com¬
petent and intelligent leader is
elected.
The Democrats of 1984 are not
the same party as those of 1980.
They are younger, fresher and per¬
haps even more practical. Among
those seeking the party nomination
are Senator Bill Bradley of New Jer¬

sey. Senator John Cdenn of Ohio.
Gary Hart of Colorado, Fed Ken¬
nedy of Massachusetts, and Walter
Mondale.
We’ll start with Ted Kennedy,
who most people would agree, “you
either love him or hate him.”
Kennedy has the backing of the
Americans for Democratic Action
(ADA), the most prominent liberal
organization in the country. ADA
believes Kennedy to be the most lib¬
eral of all the candidates as well as
the most competent.
What ADA fails to realize is that
Chapaquidic is still fresh in the
minds of the American electorate, as
well as Kennedy’s failure to seek
nomination just four years ago, 1

Neal Neilinger
would not bet on Kennedy.
Next we have thetwo most promi¬
nent neo-liberals; Gary Hart and Bill
Bradley. Both of these candidates
have fresh new ideas but unfortu¬
nately do not have that grey streak
of hair in order to preserve the
“fatherly like figure.” A sure bet in
the future, but a little premature for
1984.
Next, we get to “Fritz." former
vice-president in the Carteradministration. Mondale has the backing of
Carter himself, as well as many of
Carter’s supporters. A strong propo¬
nent of social programs. Mondale's
only threat is John Glenn.
Former astronaut John Glenn is
quickly becoming the favorite of
many democrats. A vibrant person¬
ality. as well as firm beliefs, makes
me believe (even though I don’t sup¬
port him) that John Glenn will win
in 1984.
Thus, the democratsare offeringa
wide choice of candidates as well as a
concrete plan towards revitilization.
With their help we shall surely
recover from this ebb. Without their
help, we could be doomed to
another four years of President
Reagan.
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Bill Could Cut Financial
Aid From Nonregistrants

The RA: a Political Machine
In their infinite wisdom, the committee creates a budget pro¬
Representative Assembly became a posal. The proposal is then consid¬
bona fide and corrupt political ered by the RA. If passed the
machine Monday night when they budget proposal goes to the EAC for
rubber-stamped the Committee on final approval.
Guess who’s on the EAC? Two
Committee's recommendations con¬
cerning student-faculty committees. members of the RA Budget Com¬
The meeting had been going mittee. who originally wrote the pro¬
according to its pre-planned sche¬ posal! So on the one hand Porter
dules. when as unexpected kink in and Freeman write the budget, and
the procedure developed. The on the other, they approve it!
This seems like an incredible
budget had been passed without dis¬
cussion. and the recommendations abuse of power. What ever hap¬
had been unanimously accepted for pened to checks and balances in gov¬
four of the student-faculty commit- ernment. even at the student level?
tees. All looked well.__ Has our student government
become oppressive and tyrannical?
Or do we just operate under a system
Then, as the RA was considering like that of former Chicago Mayor
Richard Daily?
the approval the nominees to the
1 don’t really think the situation is
Extracurricular Activities Commit¬
really this bad. but the fact remains
tee (EAC). an uppity student
that the RA acted unethically Mon¬
(namely, me) rose to address the
Assembly to point out a certain dis¬ day night when the EAC nominatios
were passed by a 22-10-6 vote.
crepancy in the Committee on Com¬
mittee’s recommendations.
But what does it matter anyway?
1 pointed out that two of the Jeff Porter ’s happy. Scott Free¬
nominees. Jeff Porter. '85 and Scott man’s happy. And Jim Tobin and
Freeman. '85. served on last year’s Simantha Costello are happy.
The only people who aren’t happy
budget committee and therefore
might have a conflict of interest in are the 10 RA members who voted
action taken by the EAC concerning against accepting the nominees, and
student budget issues.
of course . me.
(Derek Anderson is news editor of
Here’s why: The RA’s budget
the Bates Student.)

Draft registration is so American
that unconstitutional measures are
being devised to force compliance.
Senator S. 1. Hayakawa (R.California), in one of his waking
moments, recently introduced an
amendment to S.2248, the Senate
version of the Department of
Defense Authorization Bill. Hayakawa’s proposal, paralleled in the
House, was adapted without debate
and by voice vote.
Briefly, the bill would exclude
nonregistrants from federal student
aid benefits. As a general idea, this is
fairly intelligent and not in the least
extra-legal. If registration itself is
accepted as legal, which it unfortu¬
nately has been despite its discrimi¬
natory and coercive nature, then it is
no legal problem in a purely seman¬

Derek Anderson

Just Sitting and Wondering..
Just sitting and wondering who in
their right mind invented the
hangover...
Ding Dong the King is dead, the
wicked King is dead.
If there is one thing the Red Sox
are not doing, it’s... Staying alive.
Staying alive.
Those Commons women get
prettier every year, don’t they?
And the beat goes on...
There’s nothing quite like seeing
someone get nine million off of one
quarter. Take that, you video
wench!
Grace Kelly had a lot more going
for her than just her pretty face.
Hi kiddies, I’m Kinky the Clown.
It really doesn’t matter if you
waste food. They simply grind up
the leftovers and serve them in the
vegetable dish the next day anyways.

Tired of hanging around? Go feed
the spider in your mailbox.
Don’t forget, they’re only three
for a quarter at the Health Center.
Bring back Pat Metheny.
Bummerdrag Department: Why
is the weekend always at the end of

Rlair Hundertmark
the week?
Congratulations are in order to
the mens’ soccer team: they've
already tied the total number of
goals last year’s team had (three).
Listen, if I wanted 8 a.m. classes 1
would have signed up for them in the
first place.
Get to the clambake Sunday, the
OC does a great job and you can’t
beat the price.
Radically speaking, nuke the
Middle East.
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More Diversity Needed
Asa freshman attending the seminar
on Pluralism at Bates. 1 was struck
by the irony that about 80 percent of
the people who were diligently lis¬
tening were white. Connecticut/ Massachusetts natives. This is a
deduction made from the fact that,
in meeting the freshman class. 1 have
found that the majority fit the above
description.
Not that there’s anything wrong
with white New Englanders; I
happen to be one myself. But when
coming to a school like Bates, one
ecpects a varied and widespread sec¬
tion of society. Since Bates is in itself
a microcosm of the outer world,
there should be proportionate repre¬
sentation of that world. Learning to
understand and relate to different
cultures is a vital cog in the wheel of
education.
The financial requirements of col¬
lege today automatically exclude
many prospective students. When
we lose this slice of people, we lose
vital insight into real segment of
society. Awareness of the reality of
Financial instability is one way we
can hope to promote aid to the
needy. How can we attain an envi¬
ronment condusive to human
awareness if we are all from one sec¬
tion of society.

Another way to get a varied sam¬
ple of young people would be to
send recruiters to western and south¬
ern states. Many of the high school
seniors there might not know that
Bates exists. Myself. I did not find
out about Bates until the end of my
“college search." A student or gradu¬
ate representative could shed greater
light on a Bates education.

Julia Willette
Freshman Sarah McSweeney
summed up her thoughts on plural¬
ity in this way: “I would like to see
more students from foreign coun¬
tries. Not only do we need variations
on the New England theme of life,
but we also need the differences of
international opinions."
I fear that too many students will
graduate from Bates not knowing of
a whole different faction of life.
Short of going to the country or
state itself, there is no better way to
get an accurate picture of a place
than talking to a native.
Perhaps the administration will
recognize the need for a more liberal
sprinkling of cultures and colors.
Then we will firmly be able to believe
that Bates teaches life as well as
lessons.

tic sense, to exclude “criminal" non¬
registrants from aid benefits.
Unfortunately that is not how the
Hayakawa amendment is worded.
The bill specifies that anyone who is
required to register for the draft
would have to certify on his aid
application that he has registered
before being declared eligible for
aid.
.

Scott Damon
Automatically, this is a discrimi¬
natory law. Women, having been
excluded from registration, need not
worry. Upper income male students
also would not suffer this hindrance
to nonregistration. In other words,
this is a law that would apply only to
lower and middle income male stu¬
dents over age 18.
The most important question
regarding the bill deals with its con¬
stitutionality. The Secretary of Edu¬
cation would be required by the bill
to verify every claim of registration
through Selective Service channels.
If Selective Service is unable to
certify that a student has registered,
that is, if he didn’t register or if
bureaucratic entanglements make it
appear he has not, the student has
thirty days to prove otherwise.
The sometimes implicitand some¬
times not so implicit assumption
throughout this bill is that the aid
applicant is assumed guilty of not
registering and must prove his inno¬
cence to receive aid. Legally and eth¬
ically this flies in the face of the
constitutional assumption of inno¬
cence until guilt is proven.
In the House it has been proposed
that Selective Service can request
college and university administra¬
tors to police this law. No doubt the
Bates administration is as thrilled
with the adversarial relationship this
would create as are the students it
would affect.
President Reagan, who promised
he was against draft registration in
his campaign, supports this legisla¬
tion. If you do not, write or call your
Senator or Congressman. Better yet,
let them know in November, at the
polls.

Emery-Mitchen Battle is no Exception When it Comes to the Press
Senate races always seem to
attract a considerable amount of in¬
state press, whether they are held in
California, New York or even North
Dakota.
In 1982, the state of Maineisnota
exception to this rule. What is an
exception, however, is the degree to
which the race between incumbent
Senator George Mitchell and Re¬
publican
Congressman
David
Emery has gained recognition even
outside of the state as a bitter, hard
fought campaign.
Reasons for this unuaual level of
attention can be seen as twofold.
To begin, this and other races are
of special interest due to concern
over the effect President Ronald
Reagan’s lag in national popularity
might have on republican senate
hopefuls.
Another contributing factor,
however, is the controversial atmo¬
sphere which has surrounded the
campaign since early June. It is this
controversy which has apparently
contributed to a widespread shift in
public support within Maine.
Indeed, in what has proven to be a
summer of political accusations and
counter accusations, the state has
seen a substantial Emery bulge-

estimated by some newspaper
accounts to be as high as 32 percent become a lead of approximately
eight percent by George Mitchell by
late August. Since April the cam¬
paign has developed from an aggres¬
sive contest to a contoversial
name-calling battle.
It all began at the republican con¬
vention in Augusta, where Emery
challenged Mitchell by claiming that
he had been inconsistant in his
stance concerning the president’s
programs.
Characterizing Mitchell as a “victem of political schizophrenia,”
Emery stated that the senator per¬
formed a turnabout on aspects of
the president program which he
found appealing just a year ago.
At the democratic state conven¬
tion held in May, Mitchell
responded to Emery’s accusations
that the senator’s politics are wishywashy. In characterizing Emery as
the instigator of a “negative name
calling” campaign, Mitchell stated
his intention to restrain from such
tactics, declaring that “no matter
how many names he calls me. I am
not going to respond in kind.”
Two months later the senator did
respond “in kind” however.and the

Medicare and Social Security..
According to Mitchell’s campaign
chairwoman, Emery actually voted
for a proposed budget including 3
billion dollars in Medicare cuts.
In responding to such accusa¬
tions, the Emery organization has
claimed that Senator Mitchell’s for¬
ces have used one error (the mailing
of VFW ratings) to damage the cred¬
ibility of the Emery Campaign. In
her press conference, Elizabeth Mit¬
chell has frankly characterized the
Emery effort as a “deliberate, calcu¬
gave the senator no rating due to the lated campaign of deception
fact that he had been newly through the use of mailings that are
appointed when the ratings were false, distorted os misleading.” At
the time, former Emery Campaign
published.
The accusations did not stop here, Manager George Smith responded
however. In late July Elizabeth H. by stating that the Emery camp
Mitchell, chairperson of the Mit¬ would have to “Fight back if they
chell campaign committee, called keep this up.”
In a campaign where significant
her second press conference within
contrasts
in issue orientation should
weeks to challenge a mailing of
senior citizens ratings. Specifically, be the focus of public attention, it is
the campaign chairperson called the controversial name calling fron
onto question figures of the each side which has apparently
National Alliance of Senior Citizens grasped the attention of the public.
which gave Emery a 90 percent rat¬ In effort, this is recently oversha¬
ing, to Mitchell’s reported rating of dowed the differing political ideals
set forth by each candidate.
zero.
The Emery organization under¬
She also criticized statements that
Emery has consistantly supported took this campaign with a declara¬

verbal battle became escalated. The
issue upsetting Mitchell involved a
“Special Report to Maine Veterans”
mailed to former servicemen
throughout the state on June 11.
According to the report, Maine’s
Veterans of Foreign Wars (VFW)
had given Emery a 92 percent rating,
as opposed to a zero percent rating
accredited to Mitchell. The Mitchell
camp did in fact have reason to be
upset, since that actual VFW report

Mitch Overbye

tion to stand with the president in
order to “turn this country around,”
and “assure fair treatment for
Maine.” According to Smith, in July
the key issue in the campaign shbiild
have been the ‘extreme liberal posi¬
tion of Senator Mitchell versus
Emery’s, attempt to balance the
budget.”
•
Mitchell likewise placed, an
emphasis on his political outlook by
stating early in his campaign that the
major issues in the race were-‘♦the
economy and' the need for a freeze
on production and deployment of
nudear waepons.”
> - m
Regardless of who wins this much
publicized and ‘bitter* campaign
One can only hope that the victor is
elected for reasons of political issue
orientation, rather than an ability to
exchange eye catching accusations.
Although the controversy has been
intriguing, it should not be the deter¬
mining factor in the outcome of an
election of such significance to the
people of Maine. Rather, the needs,
beliefs and preferences of Maine
voters should ultimately serve as the
basis for electing such a high ranking
representative of this state’s resi¬
dents.
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Letters
Interracial Relationships at Bates?
To the editor:
This letter is not only to the editor,
but to the students. In thinking of
this letter, I observed the student
body and determined if this letter
was necessary to write. 1 would like
to share with you my conclusions.
Many students here would agree
that, tolerance is what Bates stands
for. This is evident by the way we
dress, party, the clubs or organiza¬
tions we belong to and just by being
ourselves. I’ve discovered that a
sense of “racial harmony” has set in.
or has it?
Before you start to think that this
is just another letter to recruit more
minority students, it is not. That let¬
ter will come later in the year. This,
letter, however, expresses a view of
difference. A difference that many
students are either scared to speak
about, or would rather for others—
like myself—to talk about.
By now. you’re probably wonder¬
ing what 1 am referring to. Well, not

to delay any longer, I would like to
take this time to talk about “interra¬
cial relationships.”
While considering the diverse
backgrounds that all of us come
from, as well as the learning environ¬
ment that Bates provides us, the fol¬
lowing questions came to mind.
Given that there is a small number
of minority females present on cam¬
pus, the possibility of an interracial
relationship can occur. My observa¬
tion concerns whether'or not Bates
College students could deal with this
type of relationship.
1) Are the so called “liberal arts”
students here able to handle a mix¬
ing of the races when the society
around us is not able to cope with it
themselves?
2) Does it matter if the general
public accepts this kind of
relationship?
3) Will both black and white stu¬
dents alike view this type of relation¬

ship as another step in the right
direction to a betterment and closer
relationship between the two races.
Whatever the answer to these
questions and others like them, the
possibility of interracial relation¬
ships will exist.
It is my view that society, includ¬
ing the Bates community, must real¬
ize that this interaction will happen
as long as man is on earth. Further¬
more, the relationship of any two
people is their own private business
and should stay that way unless the
people involved choose to inform
others of their affairs.

To the Editor:
We, the officers of the Represen¬
tative Assembly, would like to take
this opportunity to thank various
members of the Bates community
who were instrumental in the resolu¬
tion of the student activities budget.
First, we would like to thank all of
the organizations on the campus for
their patience and -input during the
budget proceedings. We would like
to extend a special thank you to the
Afro-American Society and the
Campus Association for their spirit
In conclusion, “liberal arts” or the of cooperation.
Even though the student organi¬
word “liberal” carries the meaning
zations
have been portrayed as
that all is included. We are all equal
members of this community and tol¬ divided in the past, we have proven
erance should be extended uniformly. that our differences can be resolved.
By working together toward a solu¬
I would appreciate further com¬
tion, it is our hope that organiza¬
ments or discussion from you. the
tions have learned to appreciate the
Bates community.
Darrell Williams, ’86
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needs of others and place their indi¬
vidual goals in perspective so that
the needs of the student body can be
addressed more effectively.
We would also like to thank Mr.
Bernard Carpenter and President
Reynolds for their reconsideration
of the budget allocation. We appre¬
ciate their understanding and wil¬
lingness to meet and discuss this
important concern of the student
body.
We feel that a triangle of coopera¬
tion has resulted from the budget
process that will continue to work
for the betterment of not only the
extracurricular life of the college,
but in all other areas as well.
Jim Tobin, President
Samantha Costello, VP
Jim Murphy, Secretary
Jeff Porter, Tresurer

,

Thank you RA
To the Editor,
Let me take this opportunity to
publicly thank the Budget Commit¬
tee and the Representative Assem¬
bly for their pivotal role in passing
this year’s Student Activities budget.
I do so on behalf of myself, the
Campus Association, and indeed,
the entire student body. For ulti¬
mately it will be all of the students
who will be better served by the
budget which the R.A. passed Mon¬
day night.
The spirit of cooperation adopted
by the campus organizations to
resolve the budget stalemate is
refreshing and encouraging. This is

especially true in light of the bitter
bickering which marked last
semester’s budget battle.
The problems encountered last
spring should serve to point out the
flaws in the budget process. Hope¬
fully the spirit of cooperation will
continue to prevail and we can work
together to revise the allocations
process.
The Campus Association looks
forward to working closely with all
of the student organizations on cam¬
pus to try and get the most out of our
student activities budget.
Tom Hildreth ’83
President
Campus Association
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A representative of the Fuqua School of
Business of Duke University will be on
campus Wednesday, October 6, to dis¬
cuss the MBA Program. Interested stu¬
dents may obtain further information by
contacting the Office of Career Counseling.
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All-American Skier as a Student

Hathaway ’82 Raising Money in Development Office
by Julie Vallone

Senior Reporter
What is it like for a Bates student
to graduate, and then find himself
back on campus the following year?
Tom Hathaway, ’82 who was given
a position in the Bates development
office for the current year, described
his mixed feelings about the
situation.
“If someone had told me a year
ago that I’d be working in develop¬
ment, I would have said, ‘you’ve got
to be kidding!’” Hathaway mused.
“I’ve been trying to keep it quiet.
When I was a student, I never liked
to see Bates grads hanging around
campus. They just seemed to kind of
linger here, as if they were unable to
let go,” he said. “And now, I find
myself doing the same thing, except
that I can’t say I’m just hanging
around.”
Hathaway explained that Phil
Lee, development assistant, offered
him the job at the end of his senior
year. Realizing the employment
situation at the time, Hathaway
decided to accept.
“I guess I just feel a little out of
place,” he said, “not because of the
student, but because I realize that I
have in fact, graduated, and I’m still
here. It’s kind of a tug-of-war situa¬
tion, but it’s not a letdown really.”
Hathaway said that he has always
thought highly of Bates and it’s stu¬
dents, but at times, he feels as if he’s
“intruding on their Bates exper¬
ience.’ “In a sense, I’ve really been
detaching myself from the campus,

but I still love some of the people
here, and I’m always glad fo have
friends stop down and visit me.”
Most of Hathaway’s responsibili¬
ties in development involve money
for the Annual Alumni Fund, an
ongoing campaign in which alumni,
corporations, foundations, friends
of the college and parents of stu¬
dents are contracted and asked for
their support.
“This is the department that raises
money not only for the physical
development of the campus, but also
for endowment funds,” Hathaway
explained. “This office works very
hard to keep tuition from going
Through the roof. Believe it or not,
no one here is actually paying the
full cost of a Bates education.”
Hathaway said his job in the fund
is very diversified.
“I do everything from statistical
work on our Alumni report of Giv¬
ing, to work on the new college
calendar, organizing it and making
sure it gets published.”
One of Hathaways largest pro¬
jects is the organization of the Sec¬
ond Annual Bates Phonathon,
which is to take place next May.
Hathaway was instrumental in the
organization of last year’s phona¬
thon, which he said he felt was
“incredibly successful.”
He added however, “it was really
kind of a shotgun affair. It had to be
put together very hurriedly, but it
was still a tremendous job.”
Hathaways responsibilities in the
phonathon included almost every¬

thing but recruitment of the student
volunteers. He had to sort through a
list of about 4000 alumni, and on the
basis of the past support, select and
categorize the best prospects. He
then, with the help of some other
student employees, had to search
through telephone directories and
make endless calls to directory
assistances in order to find phone
numbers for the nearly 2000 alumni
that had been selected.
“My job then became one of
organizing workers and making sure
everything ran smoothly,” Hatha¬
way explained, “I had to design the
system and just think of possible
problems beforehand. It was basi¬
cally just a matter of trouble shoot¬
ing. But there weren’t any major
problems to speak of.”
According to Hathaway, last
year’s phonathon raised about
29,000 dollars for the Alumni Fund.
“Out of 700 students that
remained at Bates over short term,
we had over 100 working at the pho¬
nathon,” he said, “People always
talk about student apathy here. I
think that figure stands as a cry
against it.”
Hathaway said he was presently
looking for a assistant to help him
with the upcoming phonathon.
During his term at Bates. Hatha¬
way served as captain of the ski
team. Last year, he succeeded in
making the NCAA Division Cham¬
pionships, allowing for the college to
receive, for the first time, national
points in ski competition.

TOM HATHAWAY now works in the Development Office. Mirror
photo by Nagisa Yamamoto.

I’m really going to miss the people
on that team,” he said. “God, I’ve
skied for so many years. It’s going to
be a really tough adjustment, not
training every day and not travelling
with the team.”
Hathaway said he does plan to
stay in the junior ski program,
instructing grade school students in
the area.
“But I have, in fact, retired,” he
said regretfully. “It’s going to be
really hard. It’s the thing that meant
the most to me at Bates.”

Security System Calls for Changes in Library Procedure
by Beth Wheatley

Staff Reporter
Until this year students at Bates
yere able to take whatever books
hey wanted from the library withmt signing them out for as long as
hey liked. They could add them to
heir own libraries permanently or
eturn them months later.
Since this practice increased sig¬
nificantly in recent years (up to an
estimated 15,000 books taken ille¬
gally last year), new security proce¬
dures have been implemented in the
college library.

A device has been installed at the
library exit which sounds an alarm
to indicate that an unstamped book
has passed that point.
The college’s reaction to students
taking unstamped books from the
library, as stated in a circular from
the Office of the Dean of the College
to all students, is that any student
who takes a book from the library
without signing it out will be sent a
formal letter of censure and a carbon
will be sent to parents. A second
infraction results in a hearing before
the Committee on Student Conduct.
However, said Librarian Joseph
Derbyshire, no student as yet this

year has been charged with remov¬
ing a book illegally.
In accordance with these new
security measures, a new procedure
for the all night study has been
established.
Each night all those in the all night
study area must leave the room
when the main library closes so that
the room may be checked for
unstamped books.
“The major reason for these new
procedures,” said Derbyshire, “is
not thievery. We have a very low
percentage of actual theft—1.5 per¬
cent loss of total books at Bates com¬
pared to 4.5 percent nationally.

FIollowup Survey

Alcohol is Not a Problem at Bates
by Jamie Merisotis

Staff Reporter
There is neither a lack of alcohol
cnowledge nor a major problem
vith drinking at Bates College,
iccording to students surveyed by
'he Student as a follow-up to last
veek’s expose on alcohol and its use.
Of the students surveyed, 35%
stated that they believe there is an
ilcohol problem at Bates while the
majority, 65% of the group, felt that
no problem exists.
Many of those questioned from
this majority group believe that
Bates students are responsible indi¬
viduals and therefore make appro¬
priate decisions.
“People here drink a lot. There’s
no question about it,” stated Pam
Guay. “But I think that most of
them are not drinking to get drunk.”
Those who disagreed with this
opinion pointed out that a few peo¬
ple can make certain alcohol-related
incidents into major problems. Sev¬
eral cited late night disorderliness
and some forms of dormitory dam¬

age as reasons for concern. Still,
most felt that the use of alcohol on
campus is not a problem.
“The key is that drinking is an
individual’s choice. I don’t think that
many people at Bates give in to peer
pressure,” said one student. The
majority in the sample group tended
to agree with this statement.
Part one of the test, entitled
“Alcohol Knowledge,” allowed stu¬
dents to examine alcohol related
issues. The average score of those
surveyed was 13 correct out of a pos¬
sible 16. This ranks the average stu¬
dent in the top 25% of the control
group.
Part two of the test, which deter¬
mined an individual’s attitudes on
alcohol, was much less revealing
than the first part. Most of the stu¬
dents found it rather easy to be
included in the “realistic” and
“responsible” categories that the
results listed.
This second part of the question¬
naire, along with its accompanying
graph, met with sharp criticism from

many who took the test.
“It was so easy to score in the
positive range,” said one student. “I
really don’t see how people could be
that reckless.” Several were also
unable to find significance in the
graph.
Another criticism of the test was
that it appeared to be geared more
towards high school students. The
control group for the study was infact Pennsylvania high school
students.
“How relevant can this test be to
Bates students?’ inquired one per¬
son. He added that since a large
number of people on campus can
drink legally, the test “really doesn’t
apply to us.”
One important aspect of the
follow-up survey is that exactly 50%
of those questioned, regardless of
their response, did not take this test
seriously. Moreover, only 32% of
the people who said they read last
week’s issue bothered to take the
test. .

‘It is to prevent unauthorized bor¬
rowers. There is untold grief for us,
faculty and students, when we are
looking for a book and we don’t
know who has it. It is just though¬
tlessness. People 'don’t realize the
consequences of taking a book out
unstamped so that no one knows
where it is.”
“Thievery is somewhat of a prob¬
lem, also.” said Derbyshire.“Books
that people can’t easily acquire are
stolen. Art books are the most
expensive books because of their
numerous illustrations and are
stolen most frequently.”
Other libraries using security sys¬
tems, said Derbyshire, have expe¬
rienced increased mutilation—the
act of people razoring out pages of
books. “We haven’t had any inci¬
dents of this yet this year,” said
Derbyshire. “We have sufficient
photocopiers so I don’t foresee this
as a problem.
“The students are cooperating in
good spirit (with the new security
system). There have been no com¬
plaints. The majority of students
want things to work in the right
way.”

Hathaway describes his job in
development as “fascinating. We are
a growing department of people
with a lot of fund raising experience.
We work closely with the president.
I guess you can say he’s our guiding
force.”
“I really like the informal office
atmosphere,” he said. “The people,
here are great to work with.”
Hathaway said he thought the job
was especially good for a recent
Bates graduate.
“Alumni just love to hear from a
young Bates person. They like to ask
what it’s like here now, and what
changes have been made. I think
talking to these people is what really
makes the job worthwhile.”
Hathaway said the fact that he
majored in economics really helps
him in his work, especially because
the job involves much statistical
work, reporting of percentages,
bookkeeping and several general
accounting practices.
“I would say I’m using quite a bit
of what I learned here” he added.
He explained that he had origi¬
nally accepted his new position for
one year, but added that he would
probably stay longer if he had the
opportunity. Hathaway also said he
would eventually like to enter the
computer and business management
fields.
“It’s very nice to be out of college
and be able to go home and not
worry about what’s due for class the
next day, but I do miss the social life
of college,” he said. “1 miss living in
the social atmosphere of 1400 stu¬
dents who share virtually the same
background and interests.”
Asked for his overall feelings con¬
cerning his current situation, Hatha¬
way thought for a moment, smiled
and said, “It’s different, but it’s very
enjoyable.”

Goldston Award Info
The Goldston Award represents the revenue from a
bequest to Bates, in the amount of $1200 annually, to
be used to finance visiting lecturers, scholars, artists
and/or performers on campus. Costs exceeding the
amount of the award must be assumed by the sponsor¬
ing organizations, and procured prior to the time of
submission of the proposal. October 15th has been set
as the deadline for receipt of proposals for this year’s
Goldston Award. Proposal guidelines are available in
Dean Branham’s office, 314 Lane Hall.
Office of the Dean of the College
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ABC Soaps Are Favorites Among
College Students, Survey Says
College students watch the ABC
Television Network’s daytime most
frequently and rate them far super¬
ior to those on the competing net¬
works, according to a study
conducted this past spring at 11
major universities.
ABC’s “General Hospital,” televi¬
sion s highest-rated daytime serial, is
the most popular of the daytime
serials, followed by two other ABC
programs. “All My Children” and
One Life To Live,” the study
indicates.
The study also points out that col¬
lege viewers are most likely to watch
daytime serials in groups of from
two to six people and that females
comprise the majority of the college
audience viewing serials, both im¬
portant factors for advertisers.
The data was compiled from a
survey of 1,023 students who
claimed to watch daytime serials at
least once a week. They completed a
questionnaire designed by the ABC
Social Research unit, which also
conducted the analysis.
The study found that 70% of the
students in the survey watch “Gen¬
eral Hospital” at least once each
week, with 38% viewing three or
more episodes weekly. “All My Chil¬
dren” is viewed at least once each
week by 55%. of the. students sur¬
veyed and at least three times by
28%.

The data indicates that the ABC
lineup of daytime serials is judged to
be progressive and creative and pro¬
duced with strong characters and
story lines. More than 60% of the
students questioned said the ABC
serials have the best stories and char¬
acters, are “the most interesting and
involving” and are “the most likely
to try new things.”
Fifty per cent said they rated
ABCs serials highest for being “the
most different from other soap ope¬
ras.” “for showing outdoor scenes”
and “for going on location.”
Off-campus apartments, fraternit¬
y/sorority houses and dormitory
rooms are the primary locations for
viewing serials, the students said.
Only 20% of those in the survey
watched alone, while 68% said they
viewed in groups of two to six
students.
T he study also found that the
heavy viewers (those watching at
least three times per week) of “Gen¬
eral Hospital” and '“All My Chil¬
dren” are generally successful and
active young adults. Nearly 60% are
successful in achieving their goals
and are a frequent source of infor¬
mation for their friends, while 69%
said they often participate in games,
sports and otheractivities. Addition¬
ally, 70% of the sample said they go
places often to socialize with other
people.
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Students at the following universi¬
ties participated in the study: Uni¬
versity of Missouri, State University
of New York (Buffalo), Ohio State
University, Cleveland State Univer¬
sity, San Diego State University,
University of Michigan, University
of Wisconsin, University of North
Carolina, University of Georgia,
University of Maryland. University
of Texas.
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Poets
(Continued from Page 11)
William Bronk is a businessman
from upstate New York who started
publishing his poems later in life. His
poems too have their distinctive
character but likewise address so
many subjects of the world about us.
He is very witty, though often he
sounds rather pessimistic in his wit,
and his poems tend to the philoso¬
phical. Becoming more renowned.
Bronk is a figure whose work is an
important facet of the modern
poetic voice.
Both these men are among the
best poets in the nation today. Their
work, though different as the men
themselves are, forms an integral
part of the body of contemporary
American poetry.
Both readings are at 8 p.m. in
Chase Lounge, and both are free.
— Don Harrington

THE WORLD IS YOUR CAMPUS

Dance Co.
Oriental Art Sale
A special exhibition and sale of
Original Oriental Art will be pres¬
ented on Wednesday, Sept. 29. 1982,
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at Chase Hall
Gallery.
Marson Ltd. of Baltimore. Mary¬
land, who specializes in arranging
exhibitions and sales of Original
Oriental Art at colleges, universities
and museums throughout the Unit¬
ed States, will conduct the show at
Bates.
Pieces come from Japan, China,
India. Tibet and Thailand. The old¬
est prints date back to the 18th and
19th centuries and include Japanese
woodcuts. Indian miniature paint¬
ings and manuscripts with master
works by such artists as Hiroshige,
Kuniyoshi and Kunisada.
The modern pieces consist of a
large group of original woodcuts,
etchings, lithographs, serigraphs

and mezzotints created by such
world renowned contemporaries as
Saito. Azechi, Mori. Katsuda, and
Maki, as well as a varied selection of
contemporary Chinese works.
A representative will be present to
answer questions about the work,
artists and the various graphic tech¬
niques employed.

(Continued from Page 11)
gravity is located. If you have a sta¬
ble pelvis, the rest comes much
easier.”
The Parents’ Weekend show
includes a large piece called “Revo¬
lution 9” after the Beatles song of
the same name. “Revolution 9” is a
piece reconstructed from one done
several years ago at Bates. Other
Parents’ Weekend pieces include a
jazz, piece, a modern dance piece,
and a rowdy, country dance.

AROUND THE WORLD: sails
Spring 1983 (January 26-May 6)
Port Everglades, Florida • Cadiz, Spain
Piraeus, Greece • Alexandria, Egypt
• Haifa, Israel • Bombay, India • Colombo,
Srii Lanka
I
• Manila, Philippines • Hong Kong
•Keelung, Taiwan • Kobe, Yokahama Japan
Sponsored by the University of Pittsburgh, Semester at Sea offers students a superior
full semester academic program and supporting field experiences. This one semester
experience is available to qualified students from all accredited colleges and univer¬
sities.
More than 60 voyage related university courses. Faculty drawn from the University of
Pittsburgh and other leading universities, augmented by visiting area experts.
Optional tours, including special tours into the People’s Republic of China, available.
Semester at Sea admits students without regard to color, race or creed. The S.S.
Universe is fully air-conditioned, 18,000 tons, registered in Liberia and built in
America.

AMP l
UTTER

203 College Si.
Lewiston ’
Me.
786-3363

Paul O'Clair

Dave O’Clair

For a free color brochure, write: Semester at Sea, UCIS, University of Pittsburgh, Forbes
Quadrangle, Pittsburgh, PA 15260, or call toll free (800) 854-0195 (in California call
(714) 771-6590).

Your Friendly
Neighborhood Store

"We've got what you've forgot"

Open 6 a.m. to Midnight
7 Days a Week
• Groceries • Cold Beer • Wine • Kegs Available
• Newspapers • Magazines • Lunch Counter

St. Joseph’s Federal Credit Union

Try Our lobster Rolls!
Cor. Sabattus & College
Tel. 784 4750

STORE 3

Welcomes Bates Students to Enjoy Our
• CONVENIENT LOCATION
• FREE CHECKING
• CHECK CASHING PRIVILEGES FOR MEMBERS
5.75% INTEREST ON CHECKING

381 Main Street, Lewiston
784-5435

THE VIDEO STORE
-

144 Main St.-Roak Block, Auburn 784-8095
Hours: Mon. thru Frl. 10-8; Sat. 9-6

